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Abstract 
Banksia Hill Detention Centre has been at the forefront of human rights de-
bates within Australia since its opening in 1997. Western Australia’s existing 
political majority and the constitution provide a challenging backdrop for ac-
tualised structural long-lasting reform to take place. This reserch paper prob-
lematises this issue by providing a socio-legal approach as to how and why 
various actors right these violations and laws. It is argued that legal and non 
legal actors have shifted towards utalising strategies of legal mobilisation in 
order to bring about social transformation. Through quantitive interviews and 
analysis of judgements conclusions were drawn on the recent success of law-
yers being on this transition towards strategic litigation. However, while suc-
cess can be identified within lawyers actions, contradictions can be found 
within the social movements which are yet to shift towards sustainable mobi-
lisation of the law. As such this justaposition between the two exists demon-
strating reasons as to why structural change is slow passed and takes 
beauractratic routes. Collective legal consciousness is needed to provided a 
space for these actors to work together to hold institutions accountable to the 
law.  

Relevance to Development Studies 
Human rights and child rights make up core components of international hu-
man rights law and as a result are interlinked with society and communities 
development. What are meant to be invoiable treaties and laws instated by 
protecting bodies and governments find themselves giving way to allow vio-
lations against the most vulnerable of our society. Legal mobilisation can be 
seen as a tool for development as it is a rights-based approach focusing on 
law-based stratigies to claim human rights (Handmaker, 2019, p.5). The link 
between legal mobilisation, Indigenous rights, child rights and human rights 
is imperative to development. As actions and outcomes that result because of 
legal mobilisation stratiges are actions that fight for the development of hu-
man rights.  

Keywords 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders, legal mobilisation, youth justice, 
Western Australia, solitary confinement, state obligations 

Disclaimer: 
This paper when refering to Aboriginals is refering to the Indigenous popula-
tion of Australia (First Nations People) and Includeds Torres Island Strait 
peoples.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
According to Shine (2022), echoes of abuse and discrimination sur-

rounding Banksia Hill Detention Centre (BHDC) in the outskirts of Perth, 

Western Australia (WA) have included “physical abuse, restriction, restrain, 

breaches of the Disability Discrimination Act and inhumane treatment”. Sim-

ilar allegations of abuse were the subject of a class action lawsuit involving 

more than 700 children and young adults who have been held at BHDC since 

1997, which was filed with the Federal Court in 2023 (Trigger, 2023). The 

legal mobilisation-based BHDC class action has centred around many cases 

but has had a particular focus on the experience of Nicole (not her real name) 

a now 18-year-old woman with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Yolanda 

was held at the centre on and off from May 2018 to March 2020 (Shine, 2023). 

During her time at BHDC, Yolanda would frequently be locked in a cell alone 

for 23 hours of the day and would only be let out into a small room or into an 

enclosed fenced area. On the occasions when visits from her parents were not 

banned, which had been utilised as a form of punishment, Yolanda would be 

taken out of solitary confinement with her legs shackled and her hands cuffed 

(Ibid). Due to her extensive stays in solitary confinement, Yolanda had little 

access to education and was given inadequate support for her ASD (Ibid).  

The case of Nicole was not an isolated incident. On May 9th of 2023, 

a riot broke out at BHDC following Mark Griffen, a custodial officer, was 

found guilty for assaulting a boy at committing dozens of offences (Barter 

2023), (Burmas, et al, 2023). There were calls both from those detained and 

from protestors on the street, demanding the facility be shut down (Torre, 

2023). The riot lasted over 14 hours and saw inmates holding authorities off 

by starting fires and climbing onto the roof, and then throwing parts of the 

roof structure at police and staff (Burmas, et al, 2023). The riot came to an 

end when Corrective Service Special Operations officers in riot gear stormed 

the roof holding the inmates at gunpoint and forced them to lay flat on their 

stomachs on the roof before detaining them (Ibid). Alongside these officers 

there was a large contingent of police, Polair helicopters and K9 units brought 

in to assist in the operation (Ibid). Out of the 47 detained, only 6 were over 

the age of 18 (Ibid).  Speaking on the issue, Aboriginal and Social Justice 
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Commissioner, June Oscar stated that “(t)he vast majority of young people in 

the youth justice system, including those involved in this morning’s events, 

have experienced significant trauma in their lives, which impacts on their 

health and wellbeing” (Duggan, 2023). Showcasing the awareness of the Aus-

tralian Human Rights Commission to address the action of those held at 

BHDC outside of a vacuum of the reteric of ‘kids being kids’. The youth’s 

actions were not only a response to the inhumane conditions they have en-

dured on a daily basis but were rooted in long-term systemic trauma. Oscar 

further addresses that “every decision made about them, and every response 

to their behaviour needs to be aimed towards care and rehabilitation” a far 

step away from Premier McGowan’s stance (Ibid). 

In March 2023, then Premier Mark McGowan took a vastly different 

approach to the riots, labelling them as “a form of terrorism” (Collard, 2023). 

McGowan stated that the violent behaviour carried out by the children is what 

was inhibiting plans for improvement at BHDC. Furthermore, he stated that 

those who claim disabilities such as Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders, were 

using their disabilities as “an excuse” for their “appalling behaviour” 

(Knowles, 2023). McGowan’s statement did not go unnoticed by human 

rights organisations. Amnesty International’s Roney Dillon chastised the use 

of extreme force on the children by holding them at gun point stating, “it is 

unconscionable that Premier McGowan would describe property damage by 

traumatised, antagonised children as a ‘form of terrorism’ while his depart-

ment sends in special forces to point guns at children” (Amnesty Interna-

tional, 2023). McGowan faced continued criticism from international and lo-

cal non-governmental organisations and from Aboriginal and Indigenous 

advocacy groups during his time as Premier (Torres, 2023). However, his 

stance on the BHDC riots and his ease in which he refers to the children as 

terrorists demonstrated how important it is to look beyond individual viola-

tions and to recognise how systemic and ingrained the current actions in the 

youth justice system are, including – as I will explain – in relation to the states 

constitutional order. As such, this paper addresses how, legal mobilisation 

can be used as a tool in bringing about constitutional change to grant rights to 

Aboriginal youths in the justice system. 
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As with a consequence of the youth justice crisis that is happening within 

WA, and in particular with regard to both Mark McGowan’s remarks about 

the May 2023 riots and the lack of embedded Aboriginal and Indigenous 

rights into the constitution, operating as a federal state allows for much of the 

state to remain conservative in reform policies. This can be seen through other 

regions such as Australian Capital Territoy (ACT) which has made amends 

to their charters raising the age of responsibility from 10 to 14 (Raise the Age, 

2020). Moreover, the political education and conservative make up of WA 

and more specifically the greater Perth metropolitan area does not see benefits 

to placing pressure on political leaders to bring about reforms as many believe 

that the children deserve to be locked up and do not understand the extend of 

BHDC’s violations (Penglis, 2023).  

Nicole’s case demonstrates the system of ‘rolling lockdowns’ which is 

argued by custodial officers to be a result of understaffing (Levitt, 2023). 

Whilst understaffing is at the core of the problems at BHDC the use of ‘rolling 

locakdowns’ is a violation of many of the existing laws and regulations in 

WA, as will be discussed later (Ibid). It is vital to understand the events and 

violations occurring at BHDC not as a result of the childrens actions but as a 

failure of the state to provide adequet numbers of staff as well as staff with 

the correct child and trauma based training (Barter, 2023) (Levitt, 2023). As 

such these lockdowns are at the forefront of debate as they do not exist in a 

vacuum. For example, if a child is locked in solitary for days on end, they are 

unable to receive the education and support they are entitled to. In the case of 

BHDC where majority of detainees suffer from cognitive disorders, they have 

their right to adequate support striped away from them. For this reason, the 

‘rolling lockdown’ are the key focus of this thesis. 

1.1 Background of the Research Problem  
The Constitution of Australia establishes Australia as a federation un-

der a constitutional monarchy and outlines the three constituent parts of Aus-

tralia’s governments power: the executive, legislature, and judiciary. As a re-

sult of the Federation of Australia the six states, New South Wales, 

Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, and WA each have their 
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own constitutions. With the ACT and Northern Territory due to them being 

recognised as self-governing territories opposed to states, they do not hold 

their own constitution but rather operate almost indistinguishably without 

constitutional status which leaves them with territorial legislation which can 

be overridden (Department of the House of Representatives, 2018, p. 1-47).  

Western Australia is a bicameral parliamentary system, with the premier 

of WA acting as the head of government for the state. The premier is ap-

pointed by the governor of WA by selecting whoever has the majority support 

in the WA Legislative Assembly. The premier is typically the leader of the 

party or group of parties with the majority seats in the Legislative Assembly 

which acts as the lower house of the bicameral system and Legislative Coun-

cil as the upper house. The Premier’s role is to lead the executive branch of 

the Government of WA and is accountable to the Parliament of WA. Under 

their duties the Premier is expected to:  

- advise the governor as to who to appoint to cabinet and which port-

folios are given to which minister. 

- Set out the responsibilities of ministers and the acts they administer. 

- Lead the cabinet and chairs cabinet meetings. 

- Act as the communicator between the governor, cabinet, state gov-

ernment, other states and territories governments, federal govern-

ment, and overseas governments. 

- Advise the governor on when state elections should be held. 

- Oversee the department of the Premier and Cabinet. (Parliament of 

Western Australia, 2021) 

Mark McGown came into premier office in March 2017 after the Labor 

party won a majority of 41 out of the available 59 seats, which meant the 

Labor party became the largest majority government in Western Australian 

history (Green, 2017). McGowan maintained the view throughout his two 

terms that he was a centrist and believed in “pleasing everyone” (Shine, 

2021). However, regarding Aboriginal and more particularly youth justice, 

McGowan frequently showed a lack of empathy and knowledge on Aborigi-

nal traumas and trauma care. An example of this could be seen in his February 

2023 remark that “parents need to parent” when questioned about youth crime 
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and alcohol related violence in regional towns (Perpitch, 2023). Neglecting 

to acknowledge the complexity of Aboriginal trauma, such as the effects of 

the Stolen Generation, and the massive over-representation of children in out-

of-home care (Ibid). 

BHDC has been at the forefront of a discourse surrounding the treatment 

of detained youths between 10 and 18. In 2021 the Office of the Inspector of 

Custodial Service (OICS) compiled a report on the centre, identifying Abo-

riginal youths making up 74% of detainees (OICS, 2021, p.4). The report rec-

ognised the previous three years as being the “most settled period for many 

years” additionally with historically low numbers of detainees with 77 in cus-

tody at the time of inspection, with these increasing to 110 in 2021 (Ibid, p.iii). 

However, in November 2022, the Juvenile Detention Centre returned 

to headlines after a class action was launched against the facility with 700 

children and young adults who had been detained at the facility. The case is 

partly centred around Nicole who was confined to her cell for 23 hours a day, 

denied visits and forced to earn bedding leading her to view her treatment as 

being “felt like she was being treated like a dog and responded to this by 

sleeping on the concrete floor and pretending that she was a dog” (Collard, 

2023). Stating that her human rights were violated as she was additionally 

subjected to shackling and seven months of solitary confinement on top of 

physical abuse (Ibid). Leading this class action is Levitt Robinson, a Sydney-

based law firm which has gathered the tesitmonies from over 700 people who 

are or have detained at BHDC. Addressing concerns of unlawful solitary con-

finement, excessive use of force and little or poor quality out of cell time 

(Beentobanksia, 2023).  

In addition to Levitt Robinson, ALSWA is at the forefront of the fight 

for BHDC detainees. Based within Perth, ALSWA is on the ground and their 

lawyers are actively involved in visting BHDC for legal, moral and or emo-

tional support (Barter 2023). ALSWA was founded under the Justice Com-

mittee for the New Era Aboriginal Fellowship Inc in the 1970s (ALSWA, 

2018). At the time there was no existing legal services that met the specific 

needs for Aboriginals, offering trauma-based support, awareness of nuanced 

experiences and situations, and worked with Aboriginals rather than against. 
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At the time of its establishment in 1973, it operated out of Perth with 2 law-

yers, 3 Aboriginal court officers and a secretary, expanding to serve state-

wide by 1983 (Ibid). ALSWA operates under the goal to deliver comprehen-

sive, culturally matched quality legal services. To provide leadership through 

participation, empowerment and recognition. To ensure state government and 

Aboriginals address underlying issues that lead to social inequalities and im-

plement the relevant recommendations collectively. Finally, they aim to cre-

ate a positive and culturally-matched work environment (Ibid). In striving to 

achieve these goals, ALSWA work across several services; it is governed by 

a board of all Aboriginal directors who oversee 11 legal support teams and 

services combined (Ibid). For the purpose of this thesis, when discussing 

ALSWA, the Civil Law and Human Right Unit will be the main focus which 

at the start of writing was led by Alice Barter. Barter stepped down in October 

2023. The unit’s goals have been reflected in a myriad of actions; most nota-

bly, Coronial investigations and inquests, police accountability, young people 

in the system, and government accountability.  

For this reason, each of these legal actors have chosen to be the focal 

point of my research into the ability of legal mobilisation to act as an adequate 

and effective tool to bring about social justice for Aboriginal youths in WA. 

1.2 Inside BHDC: Human Rights Violations 
This section will outline specific abuses that the cases and movements 

discussed in this thesis will cover. BHDC is ridden with human rights viola-

tions; detailing each case linked to a form of abuse would not be possible in 

a thesis of this length. Instead, this thesis has focussed on one core abuse 

which has been at the forefront of recent ongoing cases and activism and rep-

resented in the example of Nicole, namely: ‘rolling lockdowns’. 

‘Rolling lockdowns’ as outlined by state law is a form of solitary con-

finement in which a detainee may be subjected to ongoing solitary confine-

ment on the bases of a detention offense or on the basis of ‘good government, 

good order or security.’ State law stipulates that a detention offense can fall 

under property damage, assaults, disorderly or riotous behaviour as seen in 
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criminal law (Copeland, Nunez, 2017, p. 718). However, in practise a deten-

tion offense is seen as disobeying rules, insulting or threating languages and 

acts of insubordination that put the security and safety of the detention centre 

at risk (Ibid). To fall under the “good government, good order or security” 

category, which is loosely defined, can be interpreted as any form of behav-

iour that does not amount to a detention offence (Australia, Young Offender 

Act, 1994, s196(2)(e)) (Ibid, p.719). When a superintendent makes the deci-

sion to utilise lockdown, they must ensure the living quarters meet the re-

quirement of safety, such as ventilation and lighting to ensure lockdowns do 

not impact health or mental being (Ibid). Lockdowns are not allowed to last 

more than 24 hours and must include 30 minutes of fresh air every three hours 

(Ibid). Testimonies and reports from BHDC demonstrate that these laws and 

regulations are not kept up by staff. There is no attention to the wellbeing of 

detainees, and lockdowns regularly exceed the 24-hour period. As such, the 

use of ‘rolling lockdowns’ can be back-to-back lockdowns that ensure detain-

ees are unable to access out of cell time due to the language surrounding man-

datory lockdown time (such as night time) (Barter, 2023). 

1.3 Context of the Study 
Aboriginal peoples have been facing oppression since the 18th century 

upon the arrival of the European settlers, which began the process of coloni-

sation, dispossession, and systemic discrimination. Colonialism led to dispos-

session of land, destruction of cultural heritage and traditions. Force removal 

from ancestral land led to vast displacement, loss of traditional practices and 

ongoing social and economic marginalisation. The ‘Stolen Generation’ which 

legal took place from the 1800s to the mid-1900s included the forced removal 

of Aboriginal children from their families to assimilate them into the Euro-

pean settler culture (Lewis, et al, 2006, p. 130). This was carried out in over 

480 institutions known as ‘schools’ or adoption by non-Indigenous people. 

Under this system, children were regularly subjected to abuse and were de-

nied all access to their culture, denied the rights to speak their language and 

were punished if they did (Healing Foundation, 2023). There are currently 

over 17,000 Stolen Generation survivors in Australia with WA represented 
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the largest population with 57% of the Indigenous population having ties to 

the Stolen Generation (Ibid). As a result, the effects of this are still being felt 

till this day through a disconnect from culture which has generated vast gen-

erational trauma. Tony Hansen from Bring them Home WA demonstrates this 

by stating that many of the children today parents were part of an institution 

in which they were neglected, not show love and through their isolation and 

segregation were not taught how to take on the responsibilities of nurturing a 

child (Perpitch, 2023).   

The 20th century saw a recognition of many of the human rights vio-

lations that the Aboriginal people were subjected to and saw adjustments in 

polices making the removal of Aboriginal children no longer legal (Australian 

Human Rights Commission). However, this still exists through alternative 

means such as incarceration or lack of access to adequate health care or edu-

cation. Aboriginal communities still face significant challenges, whilst the in-

ternational community has further become aware of the atrocities forced upon 

the communities, structural racism, institutional biases, and marginalisation 

continue to affect the indigenous population. Calls for self-determination 

gained popularity in the 1960s and 1970s, which led to the adjustment of the 

stolen generation policies and a wider international movement for indigenous 

rights (Ibid). Within the context of Australia, it was largely based around ad-

dressing the power imbalances and paternalistic approaches that shaped the 

government’s policies towards indigenous communities. In 1990 the Aborig-

inal and Torres Strait Islander Commission was established showcasing a 

large step towards self-determination, however this was abolished in 2005 

showing that whilst there was a commitment made by the state it was not 

created to achieve longlisting social justice (Ibid).  

1.4 Justification of the Research  
The justification for pursuing this research started with my general 

interest in legal mobilisation as a means to fight for representation and rights 

within marginalised communities. Through this interest I investigated various 

Indigenous populations and found a large gap in literature within the Australia 

context. Much of the existing literature surrounding self-determination and 
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access to processes of legal mobilisation typically fall under the context of 

Canada and South Africa and their experiences with transitional justice meth-

ods of reparations and reforms. As a result, I began to research the situation 

within Australia and the failures of the state to enact a structured reforms.  

On the topic of Aboriginal rights, I studied the 2021 Australian Uni-

versal Periodic Review to gain insights into the states existing failures to up-

hold human rights and learnt about the vast discrepancies in Aboriginal youth 

incarceration rates. The Universal Periodic Review working group was made 

up of Liechtenstein, Uruguay, United Kingdom, and Sweden, and demon-

strated a continued trend of over representation of incarcerated Aboriginals. 

With Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders making up 28% of all prisoners, 

whilst accounting for 3.3% of the national populations, within this, Indige-

nous women make up 33% of the total female population (United Nations, 

2021, p. 10). Based upon this, looking at the statistics released by the Aus-

tralian Bureau of Statistics (2022), Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander’s 

made up 32% of the total imprisoned population. Additionally, on an average 

night in June 2022, 56% of all incarcerated young people were Indigenous, 

whilst in the 10-17 years of age range Indigenous people represent only 6% 

of the national population (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2022, 

p. 18) 

Furthermore, the debate within this context currently centres around 

the Australian constitution’s age of criminal responsibility being at aged 10. 

This goes against the common law doctrine of doli incapax which refers to 

the presumption that a child is “incapable of crime” due to their insufficient 

understanding of the difference between “right” and “wrong” (Ibid, p. 14).  

Increasing attention has been drawn towards the issue since the late 

1990’s when the Australian Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in 

Custody (RCIADIC) released a national report with 339 recommendations, 

which intended to guide future Indigenous justice policies. However, as I will 

demonstrate in this thesis, whilst these recommendations have been presented 

to the government, actualisation and reform has failed to take place.  
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In wanting to study the legitimacy of using legal mobilisation to grant 

equal rights within a colonial settlement such as Australia the relevance of the 

constitution’s contradiction to the promised commitment to self-determina-

tion interested me especially.  

As previously mentioned, there is a large gap in literature surrounding 

Aboriginal self-determination. Much of the existing literature takes the stand-

point of that of possible failed Aboriginal self-determination like that of Ian 

Anderson’s (2007) “The end of Aboriginal self-determination”, which fo-

cuses on the Howard Coalition governments rejection of a rights-based ap-

proach to Aboriginal affairs on a national level. Additionally, other well cited 

literature such as Kolma Tsey’s (2008) “Aboriginal self-determination, edu-

cation and health: towards a radical change in attitudes in education” is cen-

tred around community-controlled organisations failure to succeed in achiev-

ing social and health gains. Arguing that the tie between education and health 

is vital in understanding the failures of self-determination, as the lack of for-

mal education structures in Aboriginal communities is leading directly to so-

cial and health decline (Ibid, 78). Furthermore, the article draws a direct cor-

relation between the governments lack of accountability in upholding their 

constitutional responsibility to aboriginal education (Ibid, 82). As a result, 

much of the literature has been based in health and educational failures of the 

state. Instead, I chose to take the avenue of youth incarceration. Additionaly, 

I chose to move away from self-determination due to the large scope of exist-

ing literature and instead assess what action is being taken by varying actors 

to bring about change. For this I chose to analyse the role of lawyers and 

social movements in bringing about actualised change through modes of legal 

mobilisation. Looking into the failure to uphold existing laws, treaties and 

recommendations and how varied legal mobilisation strategies work to instill 

these existing policies in the WA context. 
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1.5 Analytical Concepts and Approaches  
This paper focussed on two main analytical concepts and approaches 

taken from human rights theories. Together the two enabled a holistic under-

standing of how WA fails to uphold human rights in BHDC, whilst also ena-

bling analysis of existing efforts to be assest against such frameworks.  

1.5.1 Legal Mobilisation 
This paper is built upon the use of legal mobilisation, both in practice and 

as an analytical tool. Legal mobilisation refers to the process by which indi-

viduals, groups, or organisations use legal means to advance social, political, 

or policy goals. It involves the strategic use of litigation, advocacy, and legal 

expertise to bring about social change and address grievances. Legal mobili-

sation encompasses various activities, including filing lawsuits, lobbying for 

legal reforms, participating in public interest litigation, and engaging in legal 

advocacy campaigns. Legal mobilisation recognises the power of law as a 

tool for social transformation and operates on the premise that legal institu-

tions and mechanisms can be harnessed to challenge existing norms polities 

or practices that are perceived as unjust or discriminatory.  

The exact definition of what legal mobilisation is has generated much 

theoretical discourse across varying disciplines and interdisciplinary fields 

(Matthews, 2023, p.27). Lisa Vanhala is regarded as the one of the leading 

scholars of the field, she argues against the Lehoucq and Taylor (2020, p. 178) 

definition of “the use of law in an explicit, self-conscious way through the 

invocation of a formal institutional mechanism” addressing administrative 

procedures, quasi-judicial processes, and litigation. Vanhala rejects this idea 

due to its risks of restriction it has in regard to the “full range of conceptuali-

sations of what law is an does, as well as its wider meaning-making and 

world-framing role” (Vanhala, 2022, p. 104). Instead, she puts forward the 

definition of “any process by which individuals or collective actors invoke 

legal norms, discourse or symbols to influence policy or behaviour” (Vanhala 

& Kinghan 2018, p. 5). This definition comes alongside a shift in social move-

ments strategies in the courts and their “transformation of traditional forms of 

political participation” by way of favour strategic litigation (Fuchs, 2013; 
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Buckel et al. 2023, p. 2). Approaching legal mobilisation from this perspec-

tive allows the user to identify a link between social movements appeal to 

generate public attention within public civil discourse, such as through media 

attention and or protesting, whilst attempting to achieve political victory be-

fore courts (Buckel, 2023, p. 2).  

Legal mobilisation in practice is commonly split into two strands. Firstly, 

the influence of social movement theory to account for law-based advocacy 

aims, objectives and law-based campaigns through a formal court-based ap-

proaches (Handmaker, 2018, p. 6). Much of the research into this strand is 

conducted by Lisa Vanhala who identifies three key aspects to conceptualise 

legal mobilisation under this lens: the activities which constitute legal mobi-

lisation (is it just litigation or is there a broader view?) , the object of legal 

mobilisation (is it exclusively targeted towards the state or can private actors 

be targeted?), and the types of claims that encompass legal mobilisation (is it 

just political claims or does it stem beyond this framework?) (Ibid).  

Strategic litigation is a core tenet of practical legal mobilisation and is 

often noted as relying on “legal action as a means to bring about certain social, 

political or legal changes” (Ibid, p. 7). This enables litigation goals to shift 

from focusing on purely wining cases towards developing the impact a legal 

procedure can have on the interests of a community (Ibid). Viewing litigation 

in this manor allows it to work hand in hand with other change methods such 

as; lobbying, advocacy, community organising and protests. Thus, lawyers 

carrying out strategic litigation become core allies of activities, NGOs and 

grass root organisations which base themselves in social mobilisation (Ibid). 

Turning to the second strand, legal mobilisation from an analytical 

perspective enables it to be applied to cases to understand “how interactions 

with the law can be productively combined with an approach based on legal 

pragmatism” allowing one to approach law as a means to an end (Ibid, p. 9) 

This complex relationship demonstrates the importance of legal conscious-

ness awareness within the context of legal mobilisation. Understanding vari-

ous actors’ individual awareness and approach to the law allows for a deeper 

analysis of the choice of actions taken (Ibid). For example, in the context of 
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BHCD, an Aboriginal led social movement will have a vastly different ap-

proach to calling for reforms than a settler-created law association. This is 

due to the systemic treatment of Aboriginals within Australia and how gener-

ational trauma from institutions has rightfully so, created highly sceptical and 

cynical perceptions of the legitimacy of law. The mentioned law association 

however, whilst still having a critical view of the law would take an approach 

that fits within the law allowing them to utilise it as an end-meets to achieve 

and carry out policy reforms for their benefit. This can be seen as against the 

law and with the law respectively (Ibid).  

So, how will this generate an analytical framework to apply to the case 

of BHBC? According to Handmaker (2019), legal mobilisation can be di-

vided into three sectors: capacity, translation, and structural bias (Ibid, p. 

12).  

Capacity relates to the ability for civic actors to promote and 

impost state, individual, and corporate accountability towards na-

tional and international legal obligation. This can be done by way of 

mobilising resources such as people, money, and public support 

(Ibid, p. 13). In addition to this Handmaker puts forward to notion of 

capacity to bring formal claims or asserting against legal-normative 

expectations (Ibid). 

Translation relate to the ability of civic actors to challenge 

the state and to mediate international legal norms in a correct, cultur-

ally-relevant context. This involves a greater awareness of interna-

tional law its international enforcement/framing to be able to review 

and apply to the local/national context (Ibid). 

Structural Bias relates to “the way in which patterns of fixed 

preference are formed and operate inside international institutions’ 

and tend to favour elite interests” (Koskenniemi, 2009, p. 9; Hand-

maker, 2019, p. 14). As such, civic actors must consider the frag-

mentation of international law. The varying vocabulary and institu-

tions have enabled international law and national law to be shaped in 

a way that prioritizes the elite. 
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This paper will be using both strands of legal mobilisation as tool to ad-

dress and answer the research question. Firstly, the in-practice strand will be 

used to identify what forms of legal mobilisation have historically and cur-

rently are being implemented in WA to combat the human rights violations 

in BDHC. Secondly, the analytical tool of legal mobilisation will be used to 

assess the potential legal mobilisation has to bring about social transfor-

mation by way of reforms within the youth criminal justice system. 

1.5.2 Critical Constitutionalism 
This research paper is additionally takes on an additional smaller con-

cept, critical constitutionalism, the legal theory that examines and critiques 

constitutional law and institutions through a critical lens (Seidman, 2006, p. 

584). The focus is based in power dynamics, social inequalities, and the po-

litical nature of constitutional interpretation (Ibid). Critical constitutionalists 

argue that constitutions are not neutral or objective but rather reinforce exist-

ing power structures and societal hierarchies (Ibid). Stating that constitutional 

law needs to consider further issues of race, gender, class, and other forms of 

oppression (Ibid). Through this critique of the constitution, I will analyse the 

ability legal mobilisation has in granting rights to those who face oppression 

as a result of the failures of the constitution.  

1.6 Research Objectives and Questions 
The objective of this thesis is to generate analysis of the ability of 

Aboriginal peoples in WA to achieve their rights by way of legal mobiliza-

tion. This will be done through a lens of the application of legal mobilisation 

both through analysing its role in practise and its role as an analytical tool. In 

addition to this, elements of critical constitutionalism will be engaged to bet-

ter develop an understanding as to how and why the constitution within WA 

allows for such violations to occur. This will be carried out through a case 

study into the case of human rights violations carried out in Banksia Hill De-

tention Centre in WA against the backdrop of WA’s constitutions existing 

human rights frameworks. WA was selected for this thesis due the fact that 
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the state has only one juvenile dentation centre. Given the size of WA in com-

parison to the others the states, it stands out as failing to provide enough fa-

cilities. Furthermore, BHDC is often seen under scrutiny by national and in-

ternational media and human rights agencies for its human rights violations. 

This presents itself with a far larger amount of gathered data and thus meant 

it fit this thesis more appropriately. 

1.6.1 Research Question 
How has the Western Australia Aboriginal Legal Services mobilised the 

law to address the abuse of Aboriginal youths in Banksia Hill Detention Cen-

tre? 

1.6.2 Sub questions 
1. What is the socio-legal potential of legal mobilisation in addressing 

the rights of those detained in Banksia Hill Detention Centre? 

2. How have social movements more generally framed the problem and 

mobilised legal opportunity structures to address juvenile detainees 

Banksia Hill Detention Centre? 

1.7 Methods of Data Collection 
The methodology of this research is “virtual qualitative research” (Rob-

erts et al., 2021, p.2). A selection of various regional, national, and interna-

tional human rights agencies was selected. Through their selection as research 

participants, the primary data was collected through online semi-structured 

interviews using Zoom and email correspondents. This method was chosen 

due to the financial and environmental limitations of traveling to Australia for 

face-to-face interviews, as will be discussed in limitations. Furthermore, this 

paper relies heavily on the reporting of media sources such as: Australia 

Broardcasting Coporation, National Indigenous Times, and The Guardian. 

WA has only two major newspapers, the West Australia and WA Today. Both 

newspapers operate behind a pay wall and with being the only sources within 

the state their bias is far harder to ascertain. For this reason I have stuch with 

the three nation-wide papers above. In addition to this reason, I selected them 
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due to their open critiscism of McGowan’s campaign, use of academic voices 

in articles and their connection with Aboriginal communities.  

1.7.1 Data Collection 
Data collection for this thesis as mentioned centred around virtual quali-

tative research. Contacts were compiled through emailing a large scope of 

human rights-based agencies and advocates. In the preliminary design for 

data collection 6 interviews were stated to be carried out. However, as a result 

of the personal and traumatic nature of the topic many of those contacted were 

not interested in participating. Three relevant people were identified who 

were willing to be interviewed due to their varying influence and experience 

in the field. This included Alice Barter, a managing lawyer at ALSWA whose 

relevance lay in working directly for those at BHDC as one of their main 

lawyers, visiting and representing youths in both parliament and court on a 

daily basis. Tom Penglis, the founder of Western Australian Justice Associa-

tion who created the association after personal lived experience in the West-

ern Australian judicial system after witnessing the failures of the criminal jus-

tice system was also interviewed.. Further, Dana Levitt of Levitt Robinson, 

the Sydney-based law firm carrying out the Been to Banksia Hill class action 

lawsuits. Finally, an Aboriginal advocate for shutting down BHDC and ad-

vocate for mass criminal justice reform within the state to grant educational 

and necessary health reforms to the system, Megan Krakouer was contacted 

for interview 

When carrying out qualitative interviews a bias report was created for 

each interviewee. Doing this enabled the interviews to target specific themes 

which the interviewee is developed in. When interviewing Levitt Robinson 

lawyers for example interview themes were clear on the positionality of the 

interviewee and approached appropriately. Likewise, when interviewing 

ALSWA lawyer similar tactics were employed. But due to each of the inter-

viewees personal connection to BHDC, emotional awareness was needed to 

ensure answers were not too guided or evoked too much emotion. This was 

combatted by creating a detailed interview questionnaire with both question 
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and sub-questions but also a focus on themes to allow for a more semi-struc-

tured format. The semi-structured approach allowed for interviews across the 

various levels of involvement to be attuned to the specific person whilst allow 

coding to identity the commonalities and disconnects.  

 I have chosen to not do fieldwork for my research paper as whilst I 

would like to, I see many ethical challenges with traveling to Australia in 

person. As I am not Australian nor Aboriginal, I believe it is more ethical to 

carry out my research online opposed to entering communities on the ground. 

Additionally, I do not see any advantages to going in person and with the 

limited research period we are given I do not believe it is enough time to build 

relationship and trust to do interviews in person, to do so I would need several 

months to develop relationships. 

1.7.2 Scope and Limitations to the Study 
The initial scope of this research paper was far too vast, focusing on the 

whole of Australia is an unobtainable goal given the research period. Further-

more, Australia is a federal state made up of six states – New South Wales, 

Victoria, Queensland, WA, South Australia, and Tasmania. And two territo-

ries – Norther Territory and the ACT. Each of the six states have their own 

constitution which dictates the powers of the state’s parliaments and the abil-

ities to make laws. As such carrying out a nationwide research paper based in 

critical constitutionalism is not possible.  

 In trying to narrow the scope of my topic I looked to current ongoing 

examples of legal mobilisation within the country surrounding Aboriginal 

youth incarceration rates. WA only has one youth detention centre, Banksia 

Hill. And thus stood out. 

By focusing on Banksia Hill, the research paper carried out interviews 

with Western Australian Legal Service lawyers, Sydney based law-firm 

Levitt Robinson, alongside activist such as Tom Penglis of WA Justice Asso-

ciation. Through these interviews I developed upon the case study of Banksia 

Hill and how the mistreatment of Aboriginal Youths counters Australian im-

age of a human rights nation. Banksia Hill as a case study will enable insights 

into clear failures of the Western Australian state to uphold their commitment 
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to human rights laws and treaties and will act as a platform to study how 

methods of legal mobilisation such as strategic litigation, alongside protesting 

and boycotting is in achieving justice under the WA system. 

Limitations however to interview became very apparent whilst in the 

data collection stages of my research. Organising and scheduling interview 

with lawyers and social activists posed a large issue due to their busy sched-

ules. One example of this was the rescheduling of the interview with Megan 

Krakouer over six times with an eventual interview never being able to take 

place. Megan is the voice of many of the Aboriginal activist groups and as 

such travels to attend panels, protests, and court hearing on a daily basis. This 

made our interview impossible to carryout. Thankfully however, Megan’s 

vast media presents, and public discourse is documented and whilst a personal 

interview was no possible, I will be able the plethora of secondary data to 

make up for it.  

Additionally, Alice Barter of ALSWA, was due to be my main contact 

at the service as no other lawyer had time or the ability to discuss their work 

openly with me. Our first interview went smoothly and aided in my research. 

However, after scheduling a follow up interview to discuss ALSWA position-

ality I lost contact with her and she left the company. However, I was able to 

build upon our first interview and locate financial and annual reports to fill 

the gaps needed. 

Regarding secondary data, due to the involvement of the OCIS and 

the ongoing class action cases much of the data needed to achieve my research 

objectives and answer my research questions is documented through existing 

works. As such, a field trip was not necessary to gather first hand data. As a 

master student I would not be comfortable interviewing those at BHDC but I 

can use media sources, lawyers accounts and official reports to gather this 

data.  

1.7.3 Analysis 
The primary data collected during the interviews were analysed themati-

cally. Each interview was audio recorded, with consent, and transcribed. In 

addition to the audio recording live notes were taken during the interview 
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with an attention to body language, emotion, and intonation as each cannot 

be recorded through audio transcriptions but allows for deeper analysis of the 

collected data. Following the completion of the transcripts and addition of 

notes, the data was processed using Atlas.ti. The software allowed for manual 

themes to be identified through coding. During this, three key themes were 

acknowledged: socio-legal potential of legal mobilisation, framing of the cri-

sis, and failure to uphold the constitution.   

1.8 Structure of the Paper 
This paper has five main body chapters with an introduction and a con-

clusion. Chapter 2 focuses on the legal framework in which the Western Aus-

tralian constitution is based upon. Exploring international treaties, national 

reports, and local political structure of WA. Chapter 3 explores the process in 

which legal mobilisation has thus far enabled for reform and change to take 

place through the efforts of lawyers and strategic litigation. Chapter 4 turns 

way from the role of lawyers and looks at other actors to understand the dis-

connect between the legal and social side of the fight. Finally, the last chapter, 

the conclusion will wrap up the analysed data and present a holistic answer 

to the research question. 
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Chapter 2: Legal Framework for Aboriginal 
Youth Rights in WA 

Australia in the post-World War Two context and into the turn of the 

century was seen as a forerunner of human rights. Signing many treaties and 

beginning the process of implementing actions across the federal states and 

territories. However, with the clear evidence of the failing youth and Indige-

nous criminal justice system, how is it that a country once seen on top has 

failed some of its most vulnerable people? When discussing the case of 

BHDC two key violation stand out, ‘rolling lockdown’ (solitary confine-

ment) and excessive use of force. This chapter will explore the existing in-

ternational and national treaties and bodies that exist which should be en-

forced within BHDC but are not.  

2.1 International Level  
In the post-World War Two international human rights arena, Aus-

tralia was often looked at as a leading nation, establishing a precedent for 

ratifying many of the major UN human rights conventions. However, in the 

21st century it does not take a lot to identify that whilst these conventions have 

been ratified, recent governments have put little pressure on upholding and 

complying with the ratified treaties. This is abundantly clear in the govern-

ment’s treatment of children, Indigenous peoples, and persons with disabili-

ties. The Convention of the Rights of the Child (CRC) was ratified in Decem-

ber 1990 and both the Convention on the Rights of Person with Disabilities 

(CRPD) and Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) were 

endorsed in 2008 and 2009 respectfully. With Australia being one of the orig-

inal state signatories to the former. Yet there are a myriad of examples of the 

states breaches of these treaties. One example can be found in the 2006 case 

of Brough v Australia which centred around the treatment of an incarcerated 

Aboriginal 16-year-old boy. After being convicted of burglary and assault, 

Brough participated in a riot Kariong Juvenile Detention Centre, New South 

Wales. Following this he was transferred to Parklea Correctional Centre. Dur-

ing his time at Parklea Brough was subjected to solidary confinement, forced 

nakedness, forced anti-psychotic medication and 24-hour lighting. As a result 
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of this treatment, Brough attempted to commit suicide and when he resisted 

officers attempt to prevent this he was charged with ‘failing to comply with 

reasonable order’ and sentenced to a further 48-hours of additional solidary 

confinement. In response to this miss treatment the UN Human Rights Com-

mittee concluded that the treatment by the state was in violation of Article 10, 

Paragraph 1 and 3 and Article 24, Paragraph 1 of the International Convent 

on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) which Australia ratified in 1980.   

Article 10: the right to humane treatment in custody 

1. All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with 

respect for the inherent dignity of the human person. 

3. The penitentiary system shall comprise treatment of prisoners the essential 

aim of which shall be their reformation and social rehabilitation. Juvenile of-

fenders shall be segregated from adults and be accorded treatment appropriate 

to their age and legal status. 

Article 24: protection of the rights of children (HRC, 2006). 

In addition to concluding the violations of Article 10 and 24, the HRC 

recognised Brough’s additional vulnerability as an Indigenous person as 

well as his mild intellectual disability which should have granted him ac-

cess to additional care. In response to these claims the Australian govern-

ment rejected the finding stating that: 

Mr Brough was dealt with in a manner appropriate to his age, Indigenous status and 

intellectual disability, with due consideration to the challenges presented by his be-

haviour and the risk he presented to himself (Naylor et al., 2015, p. 230). 

Australia can neglect the treaties which it has ratified due to its dualistic 

approach towards international treaties which means they are not separately 

enforceable unless they are written and incorporated into domestic law. Not 

only does this mean it is very hard for those within the criminal justice system 

to utilise treaties such as the ICCPR or rely on the HRC for aid in cases of 

human rights violations, it also means that each individual states constitution 

is able to incorporate teaties differently. In the case of WA, a conservative 

state, there is little push for change to be made within the constitution to up-

hold and regulate the following of these treaties. Whilst there has been a sig-

nificant worldwide movement to strive for further human rights in the current 

globalised system without adequate awareness and education to bring about 
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change to the socio-political culture of the state and bring forth a Premier 

prepared to ensure stricter measures and policies international criticism does 

little to promote change.  

2.1.1 Optional Protocol to the Convention Against Torture and 
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 
(OPCAT)   

The OPCAT is an international human rights treaty that came into force 

in 2006 and assists in the implementation whilst building upon the UN Con-

vention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment 

(CAT) to help states meet their obligations (Australian Human Rights Com-

mission, 2021). The sole objective is to prevent the mistreatment of people in 

detention. This is done through the creation of an independent National Pre-

ventative Mechanism (NPM) whose job is to conduct inspections of all places 

of detention and closed environments. Alongside such NPM’s signatures 

agree to international inspections of spaces through the United Nations Sub-

committee on the Prevention of Torture. Reports from international inspec-

tions remain confidential and are not allowed to publish recommendations 

unless approved by the involved state (Ibid). 
In the case of Australia, CAT was ratified in in 1989 and signed OPCAT 

in 2009 with ratification taking place in 2017 (Ibid). Yet many extensions 

have been granted to the country due to its failure to appoint appropriate 

NPM’s to every state. WA in this instant, stands out as the first jurisdiction to 

nominate NPM’s—the Commonwealth Ombudsman, the Office of the In-

spector of Custodial Services and the Western Australian Ombudsman. OICS 

would focus on justice related facilities including police lockups and the WA 

Ombudsman would oversee mental health and other secure facilities (Aus-

tralian Human Rights Commission, 2022).  OPCAT pushed the idea of human 

rights protection within WA away from treaties to be utilised in court and 

towards a more preventive process through inspections and monitoring. 

Providing much needed avenues for accountability and development of ‘good 

government’. Australia had already founded the Ombudsman offices and 

Australian Human Rights Commission and in 2000 WA became the first state 

to implement the OICS demonstrating a need and push from local government 
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to strengthen the effective monitoring systems. In order to be effective mon-

itoring systems, OPCAT requires such bodies to be fully independent of gov-

ernment to allow for a non-biased approach to reporting, to have full access, 

to be well resourced, to have all necessary expertise, and be able to report on 

their findings publicly and openly (OHCHR, OPCAT, Part 4, 2002).  
So, if mobilisation has taken place to put forth NMP’s within WA and a 

socio-political desire has been created within the state to abide by the OPCAT 

how come the ratification and implementation is seen as a failure? Whilst WA 

was the first state to begin the process and the OICS is seen as an incredible 

tool at generating accountability and ensuring the prevention of human rights 

violations. The step of selecting NMPs is as far as the state has gone to abide 

by the treaty. Resource allocation has yet to be accounted for in enabling ei-

ther body to undertake their roles as inspectors adding further stress to the 

already weak criminal justice system. OICS has already highlighted many of 

the disturbing conditions and violations at BHDC with its little funding and 

support. But without adequate support, a fundamental aspect as outlined by 

OPCAT, the bodies are unable to sustain their roles of holding the state justice 

system accountable. Ratification was ultimately a promise that all places of 

detention would be held accountable, a promise which is yet to be carried out. 

2.2 Domestic Level 

2.2.1 Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody 
While Australia was at the height of international human rights in the 

late 1980s, the promise of state accountability surrounding Aboriginal and 

Indigenous conditions in detention centres began to be addressed. Under 

Prime Minister Hawke in August of 1987, the formation of a Royal Commis-

sion to investigate the causes of Aboriginal deaths in custody was announced. 

The announcement came in reaction to the growing public concern that Abo-

riginal deaths in custody were becoming too common, poorly documented, 

and poorly explained. The commission was to examine each of the 99 deaths 

that occurred in custody across Australia between 1st January 1980 and 31st 

May 1989, taking into consideration cause and action taken in respect to the 
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deaths. The report was to consider both the primary causes of death as well 

as the secondary factors that resulted in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

people being incarcerated. Upon completion of the report 339 recommenda-

tions with the largest number referencing policy, criminal justice, incarcera-

tion, and death in custody and health, education, and self-determination rep-

resenting factors leading to incarceration (Deloitte, 2018, p. 1). Of these 339 

recommendations, they can be sorted into 10 themes: 

1. Coronial matters: overview. 

2. The justice system: Aboriginal society today, relations with the non-

Aboriginal community, the criminal justice system, and young Abo-

riginal people and the juvenile system. 

3. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander disadvantage: the harmful 

use of alcohol and other drugs, schooling, housing and infrastructure, 

and self-determination and local government. 

4. Non-custodial approaches: diversion from police custody, and im-

prisonment at a last resort 

5. Prison safety: custodial health and safety, and the prison experience 

6. Self-determination: the path and accommodating difference 

7. Cycle of offending: improving the criminal justice system and 

breaking the cycle. 

8. Health and education: towards better health, coping with alcohol 

and other drugs, and educating for the future. 

9. Equal opportunity: increasing economic opportunity and improving 

the living environment. 

10. Reconciliation, land needs and international obligations (Ibid, p. 

vii). 

The RCIADC has remained a vital tool in analysing Australia’s ability 

to implement change though accountability monitoring systems recom-

mendations. A report released in 2018, acknowledged that of the 339 rec-

ommendations, 64% have been implemented in full, 14% mostly imple-

mented, 16% partially implemented, and 6% not implemented. The most 

addressed themes have been those of prison safety, justice system, recon-

ciliation, land needs, and international obligations (Ibid, p. 701). On paper 

the RCIADC was seen as a triumph with over 60% of recommendation 

being implemented and many more in the process, it would appear to have 

enabled for vast reform within the country. 
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2.2.1.1 Recommendation 62 
Yet, looking to WA, recommendation 62 which is as follows:  

Governments and Aboriginal organisations recognise that the problems affect-

ing Aboriginal juveniles are so widespread and have such potentially disastrous 

repercussions for the future that there is an urgent need for governments and 

Aboriginal organisations to negotiate together to devise strategies designed to 

reduce the rate at which Aboriginal juveniles are involved in the welfare and 

criminal justice systems and, in particular, to reduce the rate at which Aboriginal 

juveniles are separated from their families and communities, whether by being 

declared to be in need of care, detained, imprisoned or otherwise (Ibid, p. 125). 

One would assume that if RCADC is praised with achieving such a 

high level of success in reforming states policies that WA would have taken 

the nuanced position of Aboriginal youth into account when sentencing and 

incarcerating them. In a report in 2018, it was noted that the WA has success-

fully implemented the recommendation through legislation and policies 

which seek to promote diversion and to aid children in maintaining a connec-

tion to their families (Ibid, p. 127). The argument for WA is based in the 

introduction of the 1994 Young Offenders Act which aimed at establishing 

Juvenile Justice Teams which aid in brining together Aboriginal people to 

participate in team meeting to support Aboriginal youth. Additionally, in 

2004 the Children and Community services Act was implemented to enable 

a link between family, culture and community and enable their participation 

in decision making alongside an Aboriginal Justice Agreement focused on 

mutual participation in the criminal justice system (Ibid).  

Whilst each of these do show a level of reform taking place to allow for 

better judicial treatment of incarcerated Aboriginal youth, one does not have 

to look far to recognized elements of the judicial system that fail to abide by 

this recommendation. Firstly, there is an emphasis on reducing the rate in 

which Aboriginal youth are separated from their communities including 

through incarceration. The graph below does showcase a decline in number 

held at BHDC from the 2020 OICS inspection into the detention center, the 

2023 issue reports that at time of inspection 100 young people were being 
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held. Of these 100 people 82 represented those from First Nations back-

grounds (OICS, 2023, p. xi). Demonstrating that whilst those being held are 

lower than previous years, there has not been a significant change. Further-

more, as we know from the case of Brough v Australia, Brough was moved 

to an adult facility at the age of 16. With no recorded data on how many young 

people are transferred out of Banksia before the age of 18 is it hard to know 

how many are underrepresented in the OICS statistics. 

In addition to viewing the statistics through this lens, we can additionally 

investigate how WA currently only has a single permeant juvenile detention 

center, BHDC which is situated outside of Perth. In July 2022, Unit 18 at 

Casuarina, an adult prison, was ‘temporarily’ to house a select ‘difficult co-

hort’ of young offenders (Bourke, 2023). The ‘temporary’ facility was due to 

close in the first quarter of 2023 however Corrective Services Minister Paul 

Papalia has since announced that there are no plans to close the facility in the 

near future (Ibid). Whilst calls have been continuously made by the public 

and various advocate groups for an additional center to be established, a ‘tem-

porary’ fix inside an adult male prison was not their intention. Initially created 

to allow for upgrades to be made for BHDC, only those who needed to be 

separated were to be transferred there for the safety of others. As a result of 

BHDC’s scrutiny, Unit 18 has ensured to be fully staffed, offer more intense 

support services and engagement with non-custodial staff, and grant privi-

leges that are not at BHDC. In response to this, some young people began 

misbehaving in order to be transferred to the ‘temporary’ facility (OCIS, 

2023, p. 10). It is still important however to acknowledge that these condi-

tions were better than BHDC but far from perfect. Inmates still faced 21 to 23 

hours in solitary confinement a day and adult prison officers were used (Ibid). 

Furthermore, due to the two centers locations it was reported that 49% of 

people held at BHDC were from outside of regional areas (Ibid, p, xi). In 2020 

the OCIS recorded that whilst a small amount 9% were from the Pilbara, 8% 

Kimberly and 8% Goldfields regions. Being 1280km, 2540km and 600km 

respectfully (OCIS, 2020, p. 4). These children being incarcerated in BDHC 

and Unit forcibly displaces them from their families, culture and community 
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which recommendation actively goes against the supposedly implemented 

recommendation 62.  

2.2.2 Young Offenders Act 
 The main statute that governs the treatment of juvenile’s in detention 

in WA is the 1994 Young Offenders Act (YOA) and the subsequent Young 

Offenders Regulations (cite). Under the YOA and the YOR there are the three 

rules of Youth Custodial Rules, Standing Orders, and Operational Procedures 

(Nunez, Copeland, 2017, p. 717). Combined the collective YOA states that 

juvenile offenders should be treated differently from adult offenders, and 

there is the need for consideration of specific matters that only affect children 

(Young Offenders Act, 1994, p.7). Collectively, the systems of laws that exist 

within WA as a result of the YOA outline use of solitary confinement within 

BHDC. Solitary confinement or ‘rolling lockdowns’ are the main human 

rights violation that is at the center of previous cases such as VYZ by Next 

Friend XYZ v Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Justice, 2022 and 

the ongoing Been to Banksia class action case. YOA states that solitary con-

finement is allowed to be utilized as a punishment for a detention offence and 

or it can be used on the basis that it is required for the ‘good government, 

good order or security’ of the detention center’ (Nunez, Copeland, 2017, p. 

718). Chapter 3 will return to these cases brought forward by ALSWA and 

Levitt Robinson against the government have utilized this failed language to 

bring about reform and grant justice to those effected by YOA. 
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Chapter 3: Lawyers use of Legal Mobilization  
This chapter centers around the potential avenues that ALSWA and 

Levitt Robinson has in combatting the human rights violations taking place 

in BHDC. Through identifying each of these avenues legal mobilization anal-

ysis will be used to analyse the capacity, translation, and structural bias 

against which various approaches have been taken. This data has been drawn 

from annual reports, OCIS reports, and interviews. This analysis has allowed 

me to make an analytical description that has centere on sub-question one, 

namely:  

What is the socio-legal potential of legal mobilisation in addressing the 

rights of those detained in Banksia Hill Detention Centre? 

3.1 Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia 
An analysis of the potential that legal mobilisation holds in the context of 

BHDC would be remiss if it did not provide an inquiry of each of the legal 

actors: Aboriginal Legal Service of WA Limited (ALSWA) and Sydney-

based law firm Levitt Robinson. The ALSWA is at the cornerstone of the 

children at BHDC’s fight against the WA constitution and state. They have 

represented the children both as legal counsel, as media representatives, and 

have supported them emotionally (Barter, 2023); as such their work is the 

focal point of ongoing strategic litigation. In order to develop a cohesive in-

vestigation into the legal choices made by the service an awareness of the 

structure, operations, and funding of the company are vital. Developing this 

internal mapping of each actor will allow for a deeper nuanced understanding 

of how and why certain actions were and are chosen over others.  

3.1.1 Positionality: Structure and operations 
 Founded in the late 1960s out of the Justice Committee of the New 

Era Aboriginal Fellowship Inc at the time ALSWA filled the gap in WA be-

coming the state’s first legal service to meet the needs of the Indigenous pop-

ulation. In 2023, the Aboriginal Board of Directors remained the governing 
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body of the company made up of 7 members, 2 women and 5 males. Follow-

ing the Aboriginal Board of Directors is the Management Board led by CEO 

Wayne Mammup who took over from Dennis Eggington in 2023 who held 

the role of CEO since January 1996 (ALSWA, Annual Report 2022, p.4, 8). 

Operating as a not-for-profit public company and a Public Benevolent Insti-

tution, ALSWA maintains its commitment to working in “collaboration and 

partnership with our communities and key government and non-government 

partners to rectify legal policies and practices” which disproportionately im-

pact WA First Peoples under Australian Law (Ibid, p. 6). The company strives 

for this through its key services of Civil and Human Rights Law, Criminal 

Law and Family Law and, Child Protection all of which partake in pro-bono 

work and the Civil and Human Rights Unit being the most relevant to the case 

of BHDC (Ibid). The conditions at BHDC remain at the forefront of 

ALSWA’s work. However, they also focus on other prisons such at 

Roebourne Regional Prison and a series of additional services including; Bail 

Support Service, Prison In-Reach Program, Community Legal Education, 

Custody Notification Service, Work and Development Permit Service, Your 

Story Disability Legal Support, and Youth Engagement Program (Ibid). As 

such BHDC is not the sole focus of ALSWA and this must be accounted for 

whilst analysing the effect of their work. 

3.1.2 Positionality: Funding 
 ALSWA operates within WA as a legal Public Benevolent Institution 

meaning that it is a form of charitable institutions which is organised, con-

ducted or promoted for the relief of poverty, destitution, helplessness, suffer-

ing, misfortune, disability or distress (Australian Government).  However, 

whilst a charity and not-for-profit public company, the funding for ALSWA 

showcases how and why certain limitations exist within their practice. Im-

portantly, funding does not come from the WA government, this grants 

ALSWA the ability to fight against the WA constitution without having to 

abide by any prior funding agreements. As such, media releases, legal repre-

sentation, and policy reform can all be approached from a non-bias perspec-

tive in regards to how they discuss, include and criticise the WA government.  
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 Yet, whilst no funding is given from the WA government, they are 

largely dependent on funding from the Australian Government through the 

Commonwealth Attorney General’s Department (ALSWA, Financial Report 

2022, p11). The 2022 fiscal year saw 18,153,470 AUD in grants coming from 

various Australian Government grant schemes such as the Indigenous Legal 

Assistance Programme grant, Youth Justice grant, Disability Legal Assis-

tance grant etc (Ibid, p. 17). This grant money is used for the every-day oper-

ations of ALSWA alongside any legal fees that are needed to be covered due 

to pro-bono work (Ibid). Additional finance comes from other undisclosed 

institutional, community and corporate donations (Ibid, p.11).  

 Structuring their financial base upon the Australian Government ena-

bles a reliable source of fiscal flow each year, but it does not come without 

problems. Firstly, ALSWA must apply for each grant, for some this is annu-

ally and other are every x year. This process is time consuming and means 

that not every grant is guaranteed. Whilst this is important to take not of, the 

biggest drawback of their funding source is that it means that the Australian 

Government has control over what ALSWA does and does not do within their 

practice (ALSWA). This can affect cases taken onboard, approach to strategic 

litigation and largely the legal consciousness of the company. Having to com-

ply with the terms of each grant when fighting for the rights of those who are 

being effect by the constitution of the state (WA) which is under the Austral-

ian Government without question will always shape the consciousness of law-

yers. This element of ALSWA will be discussed later in the paper.  

3.1.3 VYZ by Next Friend XYZ v Chief Executive Officer of the 
Department of Justice, 2022, WASC 274 
 ALSWA has been utilising legal mobilisation methods to achieve the 

rights of those detained at BHDC, namely they utilise strategic litigation. 

VYZ by Next Friend XYZ v Chief Executive Officer of the Department of 

Justice, 2022, WASC 274 (to be referred to as WASC 274) which was heard 

in July 2022 with ALSWA as the acting solicitors of the case is an example 

of the strength that legal mobilisation has in granting rights.  
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 WASC 274 was based upon the lived experiences of a 14-year-old 

boy (VYZ) who was detained at BHDC from January 20th to July 19th, 2022. 

Not only was VYZ vulnerable due to his young ages, but he also suffered 

various serious cognitive impairments, and was from a remote part of the state 

meaning he had no access to support (ALSWA Annual Report, 2022, p.11). 

During his time at BHDC, VYZ was locked in his cell for over 20 hours for 

19 days within his first month whilst placed in the Karakin Unit as a result of 

‘rolling lockdowns’ (Judgement 2022, p. 7-8). The only times he was let out 

on many occasions was to make a 10-minute phone call, although this right 

was often denied to him (ALSWA Annual Report, 2022, p.11). As Alice Bar-

ter explained, BHDC WA must follow the Mandela Rules which outline’s 

that “the use of prolonged solitary confinement should be prohibited” in under 

these rules, solitary is defined as up to 22 hours and over a prolonged period 

of 15 days (Barter, 2023) (UNODC, 2015, p.14). In addition, the YOA states 

that solitary confinement may be used under two circumstances: the ‘good 

government, good order and security’ of the detention centre or as a result of 

poor behaviour.  

 ALSWA won the case against chief executive officer of the depart-

ment of justice, in which the supreme court of WA declared that the ongoing 

lockdowns that occur at BHDC are unlawful. So how can we analyse the ac-

tions of Barrister Marina Georgiou who appeared pro bono as counsel on be-

half of ALSWA’s client VYZ and the actions of Alice Barter and the Human 

Rights Law Unit at ALSWA to better understand how legal mobilisation, 

namely strategic litigation, prevailed in the ongoing dispute to recognise the 

failures, rolling lockdowns, of BDHC to uphold state commitments such as 

YOA? 

 As previously discussed, legal mobilisation is a double-edged sword 

used to utilise the strengths of law to bring about social change. To better 

understand WASC 274 impact on the treatment of youths at BHDC the sec-

ond element of legal mobilisation, that which develops an analytical perspec-

tive will be applied. Doing so will generate an understanding of “how inter-

actions with the law can be productively combined with an approach based 

on legal pragmatism” (Handmaker, 2018, p. 6).  
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 The capacity of actors relates to their role in holding states, institutions 

and corporation’s accountability of their national and international legal ob-

ligations, in this case we can additionally zoom in on the WA specific obli-

gations (Ibid, p.13). ‘Rolling lockdowns’ were not a new concept within 

BHDC, with the limited staff members as a result of the serve understaffing 

at all detention centres across WA superintendents were utilising any means 

of power, they had to do what they viewed as following the good governance 

of the centre (Barter, 2023. ALSWA did not start fighting for the correct in-

terpretation of the YOA by filing for judicial review in the supreme court of 

WA, this was the final step which was taken as a result of continued neglect 

from all other levels of authority. ALSWA has been able to maintain a good 

relationship with senior levels of the department of justice which Barter states 

is a result of their continued dialogue (Ibid). Yet, it could be seen as a result 

of their funding from the Australian Government which grants them access to 

those who are often hard to maintain a relationship with. Barter and her team 

sent over 70 individual complain letters to the Deputy Commissioner for 

Women and Children who is under the Department of Justice since the end of 

2021 (Ibid). Furthermore, engagement with the Minister for Corrective Ser-

vices (MCS) started in December 2021. Letter sent regarding complaints of 

lockdown conditions to the MCS showcase a continued push from ALSWA 

to hold the state accountable for the actions that were taking place in BHDC. 

Letters depict the situation from the identification of lockdowns not being an 

isolated event with clear signs of “prolonged confinement, segregation and 

‘rolling lockdowns’” such statements can be find in letters from December 

2021 till May 2022 (Annex 6) Each letter details the accounts of those at 

BHDC, the unlawful use of lockdowns, puts forwards recommendations and 

calls for the immediate accountability of those in control.  

 Turning to the final letter in May 2022, ALSWA acknowledges the 

success of their dialogue with the MCS demonstrating the efforts of their re-

sources through the investment of 25.1 million AUD into improving youth 

detention systems in WA (Annex 5).  However, ALWA continued to push for 

the acknowledgment and accountability for the mistreatment of those at 
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BHDC reiterating the issues of FASD, inadequate support for those with dis-

abilities and calling for the abolishment of solitary confinement. When calling 

for the abolishment ALSWA acts as a translator bringing together evidence 

of the OICS finding the environment detrimental (Ibid, p.6). Furthermore, 

they address the need to uphold the Mandela Rules, Beijing Rules, the Havana 

Rules all of which were classified as being breached by the OICS (Ibid, p6 - 

7). Such letter included a call to replace the existing YOA with a new frame-

work to ensure the adequate protections for young people (Ibid). 

 Reviewing theses letter create the backdrop in which WASC 274 man-

ifested. It showcases that the case was not a stand-alone treatment of one de-

tainee but part of a long-term spring of human rights violations that clearly 

infringed on both WA state law, YOA, and international law. Demonstrating 

the mistreatment in this manor acts as the building blocks to allow ALSWA 

to take the case of VYZ to supreme court the following month. 

The choice to move towards strategic litigation in supreme court was 

made possible as a result of the ongoing push from ALSWA towards MSC. 

Clear misinterpretations of YOA had become apparent allow for Justice Tot-

tle, to agree BHDC abused their power over VYZ. Superintendents and cus-

todial officers were abusing their power of good governance to lock people 

up for days and regularly exceeding 20 hours (Judgment, 2022, p. 40). The 

YOA however, is written in such a way that defining what ‘good governance, 

good order or security’ is a vastly broad and widely interpretated justification 

for solitary confinement. One could argue, as Tottle did, that confining a de-

tainee because of a COVID-19 infection falls under confinement as a means 

of security. Yet superintendent Reid argued that that VYZ needed to be con-

fined in order to support the safety of BHDC due to the lack of staff on sight 

to support detainees having time outside their cells. The YOA states that one 

may be confined in response to a detention offence: 

by ordering that the detainee be confined to the detainee’s sleeping quarters, or to a 

designated room —  

1. (i)  for a period not exceeding 24 hours if the order is made by the super-

intendent; or  
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2. (ii)  for a period not exceeding 48 hours if the order is made by a visiting 

justice; (Young Offenders Act, 1994, s 173(2)(e)) 

VYZ had committed no detention offences in their time held at BHDC 

and as a result this became a core focus of ALSWA’s counsel M. Georgiou. 

Acting as the translator for VYZ’s experiences at BHDC, ALSWA was able 

to offer the context of YOA and how the various loose interpretations of rea-

sons for confinement enabled BHDC to continue using ‘rolling lockdowns’. 

Whilst not the first case brought forward by ALSWA, WSC 274 laid the 

ground works that continued pressure of those in power such as the MSC and 

focusing on legal mobilisation created powerful avenues for the rights of 

those in BHDC. Although VYZ only granted rights to one individual, those 

held at BHDC represent the most vulnerable percentage of the Australian 

population. Aboriginal, youths of which main have cognitive development 

disorders. Their position represents a system which is working against them, 

with Premier McGowan offer no avenue for actualised policy reform using 

the resources that they have ALSWA can bring about change. This one de-

tainee represented the possibility for actualised change to be realised. 

3.1.4 CRU by Next Friend CRU2 v Chief Executive Officer of 
the Department of Justice, 2023, WASC 257 

In addition to WASC 274, CRU by Next Friend CRU2 v Chief Executive 

Officer of the Department of Justice, 2023, WASC 257 (to be referred to as 

WASC 257) can be seen as an example of effective strategic litigation carried 

out by ALSWA. Similarly to WASC 274, WASC 257 was a supreme court 

judgement made by Justice Tottle with Marina Georgiou acting as counsel on 

behalf of ALSWA. The case centred around three individuals, one female 

(HBS) and two males (CRU and OPS) who applied for declaration under the 

failure to uphold YOA, OPS and CRU were additionally held at Unit 18. All 

members argued they were held in unlawful solitary confinement for pro-

longed periods (Judgement CRU, 2023, p.6) HBS was confined unlawfully 

on 12 days, CRU was unlawfully confined on 22 days and OPS was confined 

on 133 days, of which 19 days were consecutive, combined amounting to 167 

days. (Ibid, p.7, 8, ALSWA 2023). During which the confinement did not 
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abide by YOA or when it did abide by the law they were denied access to 

exercise which is required. Similarly to WASC 274, the lockdowns in ques-

tion were not related to disorderly actions but rather an abuse of power by the 

officers through the regulations of ‘rolling lockdowns’ (YOR, 1995, 74 (2)). 

Again as previously stated this allows ‘rolling lockdowns’ if it falls under 

maintaining the ‘good government, good order or security’ of the detention 

centre which must abide by regulation 79 (YOR, 1995, 79, p. 42). Section 4 

of reg. 79 addresses the need for detainees to have access to one hour of ex-

ercise every six hours outside of their cells if their confinement is for 12 hours 

or longer, however, this was not upheld (Ibid). The judgement outlined that 

failing to allow detainees their specified exercise time, even if environmental 

factors create circumstances that make it harder to grant, is a failure to provide 

physical and mental wellbeing. As such any limitations put on the entitlement 

to exercise can be seen as a direct observation of unlawful confinement 

(Judgement, 2023, p. 20 – 21).  

WASC 257, which utilised elements of VYZ to demonstrate the con-

strued and conflicting definitions understood by various actors within the sys-

tem, was approached in a different manor to previous litigations. Opposed to 

using the avenue of accountability through the MCS, WASC 257 began in 

December 2022 with a hearing regarding writ of habeas corpus. Rather than 

continuing with the hearings ALSWA and the applicant chose to apply for 

interlocutory injunctions— a court order to compel or precent a party from 

certain acts (Ibid, p. 9). In this case the members of CRU, advised by 

ALSWA, focused on restraining the superintended from placing them in sol-

itary confinement, unless it was lawful under YOA and YOR (Ibid). Taking 

this civil litigation route proved to be an effective tool, as Tottle moved to 

implement an obligatory report to the courts by way of affidavits from the 

superintends between 19 December 2022 and 2 January 2023 in which: 

a. each applicant was confined to their sleeping quarters; 
b.   whether an order for such periods of confinement were made; and 
c.   identifying the person who made any such order, the reason for it,         
and detailing compliance with the conditions of confinement specified 
in the regulations. 
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Doing so allowed for a larger picture of the unlawful lockdowns that 

were place upon each of the applicants to be created which gave way for fol-

lowing hearing and consequently the ability for ALSWA to take the case of 

CRU to the supreme court.  

As with the case of WASC 274, the judgement was focused around 

three individuals rather than on the broader human rights violations at BHDC. 

Tottle addresses this by stating “the court does not have the power to direct 

the application of the resources necessary to prevent rolling lockdowns” (Ibid, 

p. 8). ALSWA’s litigation against the actions of the superintendents 

amounted in the supreme court granting an injunction restraining Department 

Staff from confining young people without appropriate orders and without 

providing them with their entitled out of cell exercise hours (ALSWA, 2023). 

Whilst acknowledging that this judgement does not have the capacity to put 

an end to the rolling lockdowns he later states that “I very much doubt that 

Parliament envisaged that a superintendent’s power to order a young person 

to be confined in his or her call would be exercised as frequently or in the 

circumstances in which is has…” (Judgement, 2023, p.8). Rolling lockdowns 

are a result of the ongoing staff shortages BHDC is experiencing. However, 

Tottle identified that beyond this issue continuous lockdowns which are not 

supported by YOA and YOR are justified. Thus it marks a fundamental step 

in acknowledging that from CRU forward staff members will be held ac-

countable to ensure only lawful confinement is carried out. 

3.2 Levitt Robinson  
 As previously mentioned, ALSWA is not the only actor working to 

achieve the rights of those in BHDC, alongside their work is Levitt Robinson, 

a Sydney-based law firm. Levitt and Robinson have put together a class action 

lawsuit against the Western Australian government for the cruel and unusual 

punishment as well as the punitive measures at BHDC and Unit 18 covering: 

 - rolling lockdowns; solitary confinement 

 - excessive use of force including being folded up 

 - little or poor quality out of cell time 
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When filed in December 2022, the class action included testimonies from 

around 600 people who have been mistreated whilst at BHDC or its prede-

cessor, Rangeview. Levitt (2022) whilst speaking to news outlet ABC stated 

the class action “alleges effectively… physical abuse, restriction, restrain, 

breaches of the Disability Discrimination Act and inhumane treatment”. Like-

wise, with ALSWA before analysing how legal mobilisation, class actions in 

this instance, support those at BHDC and understanding of why Levitt Rob-

inson chose to represent the case is vital. 

3.2.1 Positionality of Levitt Robinson 
 Levitt Robinson Solicitors, run by senior partner Stewart Levitt was 

founded upon the principle of their commitment to bringing about strong so-

cial change through helping marginalised communities who are often over-

looked (Levitt, 2023). The firm was based upon the groundworks laid out by 

Levitt upon his successful suing of the Government in achieving a public 

apology for institutional racism in relation to the Palm Island riots resulting 

in 30 million AUD worth of compensation to the 447 claimants (Ibid). The 

precedent set by the success of such a class action case pushed the firm to 

strive for human rights by leading cases against large corporations, state, fed-

eral or foreign government that other firms often neglect.  

3.2.2 #beentobanksia 
Levitt Robinson solicitors identify that the ongoing crisis of BHDC is 

a vastly nuanced yet empirically simple issue. Western Australia still operates 

under mandatory sentencing, meaning that if you steal and apple then a water 

the next time your caught you immediately are placed into three months of 

detention (Ibid). This means that the Aboriginal children that make up the 

majority of BHDC are stripped away from their homes, which as a result of 

systemic racism often have very little, and placed into a punitive system that 

further traumatises them. If they make it out of BHDC and are not transferred 

to an adult prison, they are left with nothing, there are no systems of rehabil-

itation, therapy or trauma or age informed support (Ibid). It is this circular 

cycle which they identified as the cornerstone of the claims made for the class 

action. There is simple no hope once entering the system, the Australia public 
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is not empathetic to the violations occurring in BHDC leaving them no choice 

but to pursue the class action (Ibid).  

 Whilst identifying that the work of agencies and not-for-profits such 

as ALSWA is fundamental in applying pressure and ensuring the accounta-

bility of the state and advocating for clients on an individual or small group 

scale. It is not the end solution; it will not being about social justice. Instead, 

Dana Levitt states several reasons as to why external litigation is currently the 

best solution that those at BHDC has. Levitt Robinson is a private firm and 

as has no obligations to any institutions including the state. When looking at 

legal mobilisation angles this gives the firm an upper hand over those such as 

ALSWA. Structural 

Bias and Capacity is a massive oversight in the actions carried out by 

ALSWA. Although they have the capacity to bring cases to the supreme court 

the way in which they must interpret the law and distribute their resources 

will always be held back by those in government which can be seen as their 

forced framing into the hands of the elites. This issue, however, does not stand 

with Levitt Robinson. They are able to use the law against the law utilising 

its flaws as a sword opposed to as a shield. State politics such as the actions 

of Mark McGowan and later Roger Cooke do not dictate their actions. Not 

only are they private but furthermore, they are operating from outside the state 

allowing them to strategically work around and actively challenge the state 

constitution. The failures of those inside WA to actualise long-term sustained 

justice forces those such as themselves to us their resources to litigate (Ibid).  

 An avenue which Levitt Robinson views as highly vital in winning 

the class action is to work alongside the media. Social movements and the 

modern-day media cycle are the key to unlocking sustained success in 

Levitt’s eyes (Ibid). Sub-question two focuses on this by way of the role of 

social movements to facilitate change. Whilst there are movements linked to 

BHDC with regular ongoing rails calling for it to shutdown, which will be 

address in the following chapter. The current state of the Australian publics 

approach to politics demonstrates that mainstream media is the strongest 

movement that can be utilised (Ibid). Levitt addresses this though acknowl-

edging “in Australia, white people are quite happy to lock up Black kids and 
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throw away the key… people who don’t live and see it… its just a kind of 

ignorance is bliss.” (Ibid). But Levitt states that if they are able to “ruin peo-

ples f*cking sunrise morning by making sure that you’re making headlines 

about Banksia Hill and the Department of Justice lying” then there is a chance 

to foster real and positive political will and generate political support for those 

at BHDC (Ibid). This is supported by Nicole, the lead applicant in #beento-

banksia1. She chose to be named and was supported by Levitt as this class 

action is making history within Australia. Having her name on the media 

posts, court proceeding, activism puts a name to her and the other 700 appli-

cants’ experiences. Instead of headlines using acronyms such as VYZ or 

CRU, the public is now confronted with a far more realistic and emotionally 

charged case. Actions taken by Levitt Robinson such as these are only possi-

ble as a result of their removal from the government itself which is often seen 

suppressing victims’ identities to remove the humane connection one has 

when reading about human rights violations (Ibid). 

 The team at Levitt Robinson ensuring that they are doing everything 

in their capacity to make sure that the violations at BHDC come to an end 

through this class action. They are enforcing their capacity by way of state 

accountability, capitalising on their unique position as a private out of state 

firm to enable their far harsh tactics in bringing forth formal claims. Whilst 

secondly using this ability to develop a connection with the Australian public 

to ensure a personal connection is made through the use of names and con-

stant daily media headlines. Additionally, as with ALSWA #beentobanksia is 

based upon not only breaches of state law through the RCIADIC, YOA, and 

YOR but also on the UNODC Nelson Mandela Rules and the states commit-

ment to implementing OPCAT bridging the gap between state and interna-

tional law. Helping those in BHDC by identifying their rights that are being 

broken and aiding in translating their experiences into legal claims. Levitt 

additionally states, that it is hard to gain someone’s trust when they are in 

 
1 Nicole has chosen to be named for her case, however due to the on going case this 
has not been made public knowledge yet. Her lawyers offered her true name to be used 
however, due to the case centering around violation that occurred when she was a child 
it was decided a pseudonym was chosen. Once the case is taken to court Nicole’s real 
name can be used.  
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such system but their work meeting with and generating personal relationship 

which mean that why are available at all times for support. Furthermore, they 

have support teams in Perth which help with ensuring that if paperwork is 

needed it can be signed and sent off immediately, but also if a child needs in 

person support that can be given regardless of the firm being based in Sydney 

(Ibid). These personal relationships are at the forefront in what has enabled 

the firm to generate such as large class action case and without acting as the 

children’s translators and being their legal voice, showing they are a “force 

for good, not for evil” Levitt does not believe the class action would have 

been able to become as strong as it has (Ibid).  

 Handmaker states that a fundamental point of strategic litigation is 

through viewing litigation through a shift away from winning and towards 

developing legal procedures which have an impact on a community (Hand-

maker, 2019, p.6). Exploring the evidence set out above covering how Levitt 

Robinson is taking time and effort into developing personal relationships with 

members of the class action is a testification to their focus on creating impact. 

Furthermore, working alongside activists, and grassroot organisation is a core 

pillar to generating an allyship with the community at risk (Ibid). Megan Kra-

kouer is a Menang Woman of the Noongar Nation (South-West WA) and is 

a renowned activist, prominent social justice advocate and arbitrator for the 

marginalised and voiceless. When looking to media post from ABC News or 

the Guardian surrounding BHDC, Krakouer is often present giving statements 

and attesting to the strength of the Aboriginal people to fight the case. Levitt 

Robinson have acknowledge her strength in activism and worked with her to 

collect testimonies from those effected by BHDC (Noongar Radio, 2022). 

Dana Levitt, the leading manager on the class action is not Aboriginal, but 

working along Krakoeur, an Aboriginal women who can connect further with 

lived experiences aided in gathering testimonies and accounts. Working with 

an activist such as Krakoeur demonstrates to the Aboriginal children and now 

adults who they are supporting that the firm is an ally to them and is fighting 

for social justice and impact opposed to just striving to win a case.  
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Chapter 4: Beyond Strategic Litigation  

As seen in previous chapters, lawyers play a pivotal role in the fight 

against the human rights violations at BHDC through their use of legal mobi-

lisation tactics such as strategic litigation. Whilst this has brought about suc-

cess through WASC 274 and WASC 257 and is providing Levitt Robinson 

the ability to create the largest class action surrounding BHDC to date, #been-

tobanskia. There is another element of legal mobilisation in play within West-

ern Australia, that of social movements, which will aid in developing an an-

swer to sub-question two: 

How have social movements more generally framed the problem and mo-

bilised legal opportunity structures to address juvenile detainees in Aus-

tralian Detention Centres?  

Madlingozi, in the context of post-Apartheid South Africa, introduces us 

to the core elements of social movements legal mobilisation. Identifying the 

two key sub-classes of social movements: national ‘rights-based’ movements 

and local ‘counter-hegemonic’ movements. This chapter will showcase how 

the lack of developed social movements both local and nationally create a 

divergence away from the roles of lawyers. Demonstrating the current legal 

consciousness of the Aboriginal peoples and how this factors into the current 

social movement climate. 

4.1 National ‘rights-based’ movements 
To explore national ‘rights-based’ movements, first an understanding of 

their make-up, as presented Madlingozi, is needed. Although based upon the 

movements within post-Apartheid South Africa, through the use of 

Madlingozi’s definitions similarities can be drawn to the case of WA. In the 

context of SA, these ‘rights-based’ movements were a product of interna-

tional and domestic efforts aimed at constructing a ‘human rights State’ and 

instilling a ‘culture of human rights’ (Madlingozi, 2014, p.98-99). This ‘right 

based’ characterisation is based upon the notion that such movements aim to 
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hold governments to “constitutionally enshrined rights within the current lib-

eral order” (Ibid). Which can be identified through their human rights fram-

ing of grievances and claims, which Madlingozi suggests aids in moulding 

collective identity, catalys[ing] their struggles, [and] secures elite support, to 

extract resources from the state” (Ibid). Highlighting that many of these 

‘rights-based’ movements are founded upon the ideology of arguing by way 

of holding governments accountable for upholding constitutions through 

methods such as parliamentary submissions, lobbying, media campaigns, ed-

ucational workshops, and litigation (Ibid). Furthermore, it is noted that many 

of these national movements operate as ‘professionalised social movements’ 

working with marginalised members, but structured internally with perma-

nent paid staff, with offices, resources, are registered and collect donor sup-

port (Ibid).  

4.1.1 Raise the Age 
So how can this idea of national ‘rights-based’ movements be removed 

from the SA context and viewed within the BHDC locale? Raise the Age 

(RTA) could be classified as one of the most direct representations of this 

idea of ‘rights-based’ movements. Founded in 2020, out of a coalition of Ab-

original and Torres Strait Islander organisations alongside legal, medical, and 

human rights groups the campaign was created to place pressure on every 

state, territory, and federal government to change the existing age of criminal 

responsibility nationwide (Raise the Age, 2020). RTA has mobilised its so-

cio-legal strategies through lobbying, holding press conferences, events, and 

rallies, written letters, emails, and op-ends, created social media actions, and 

created alliances (Ibid). These alliances have enabled a cohesive collective 

identity to be formed across the nation with now over 100 organisations and 

tens of thousands of people involved in the campaign (Ibid). 2023 marked a 

historic year for the RTA campaign with the ACT announcing after a three-

year long deliberation and structuring that the Justice (Age of Criminal Re-

sponsibility) Legislation Amendment Bill, 2023 had been passed in the Legis-

lative Assembly (ACT Government, Justice, and Community Safety Direc-

torate). This landmark reform changes the minimum age of criminal 

responsibility from 10 to 12 with it going to 14 in 2025. 
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The ‘rights-based’ approach of RTA is clearly outlined by their acknowl-

edgement of international institutions calling out Australia’s minimum age. 

A media report by Change the Record, an alliance of RTA, outlined this in 

2019 stating that “it feels like every day there is a new expert calling on Aus-

tralia to raise the age. A fortnight ago it was the United Nations Committee 

on the Rights of the Child. This week it was High Commissioner Michelle 

Bachelet, and UN Expert Manfrew Nowak.” (Change the Record, 2019, p.1). 

RTA has identified the failure of the Australian state to uphold the CRC and 

uses this as a basis for their legal reasoning calling for an adjustment from 10 

to 14 years old nationwide.  

RTA is yet to be successful in WA, demonstrating the strength of the 

labor government, however their actions are representative of this national 

‘rights-based’ approach that has proven successful in SA and has begun to 

show its effectiveness in Australia with NT and ACT. Whilst RTA is yet to 

declare their campaign in anyway complete, their resources, structure, and 

alliances have proven successful in getting one step closer to granting rights 

to those at BHDC. Although the movement is not focused only on BHDC, 

raising the age would aid in brining justice to those detained. In 2020 three 

children were under the age of 14, whilst this has fallen from the 16 in 2017, 

it still demonstrates a need for the adjustment in the minimum age of respon-

sibility (OICS, 2020, p.5) (OICS, 2017, p.5).  

4.2 Local ‘counter-hegemonic’ movements 
 Local movements on the other hand, are characterised by Madingozi 

by their ‘counter-hegemonic’ elements, stating that their largest struggles are 

those of macroeconomic policies and the nature of local democracy 

(Madlingozi, 2014, p.107). Often, they can be see returning back to learnt 

action repertoires such as barricades, obstruction, occupation and campaign-

ing for election boycotts (Ibid). Further, they are made up of unemployed res-

idents and rely on membership contributions and donations for funding with 

their focus being on local authorities (Ibid). Whilst there are no movements 

within WA that fit this specific mould, similarities can be drawn between the 

SA experience and the ongoing First Nation led protests outside of BHDC. 
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  Following on from the May riots at BHDC, a group of 100 protesters 

gathered outside of BHDC to call for immediate change within the detention 

centre. Advocates focused their demands on local authorities and state gov-

ernment calling for a shift towards working with the local community and 

Indigenous elders to support youth and end the cycle of incarceration (Col-

lard, 2023). At the forefront of the protests was Megan Krakouer demonstrat-

ing that the BHDC protesters to not fit the mould of ‘unemployed residents’, 

yet connections can be drawn to their focus on local authority and learnt ac-

tion repertoires. A similar action had been held in December 2021, once again 

with Megan Krakouer at the forefront (Noongar Radio, 2021). 

 As we can see there is a large gap of local based social movements 

occurring within the context of WA. Previous discussion on the political de-

mographics of WA can showcase a justification for this. As there is little push 

from the local government to respond to BHDC, there is little public opinion 

on the topic and as a result little room for social movements to develop under. 

This disproportionate Perth based voter base links into Madlingozi’s idea that 

lack of local democracy is one of local movements largest hurdles. Perth rep-

resents 79% of the state’s population, which means whoever wins Perth in 

elections wins the state, removing the votes from the urban areas which are 

predominantly Aboriginal (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2018). Which 

demonstrates a level of lack of local democracy as the minority group ef-

fected, Aboriginals, have no ability to enter or change the system in which 

they live in. Demonstrating a possible reason as to why local movements are 

few and far between in WA.  

 Local movements surrounding BHDC are yet to transition out of their 

first stages into litigation-based strategies. Whilst Megan Krakoeur works 

with ALSWA and helped collect testimonies for #beentobanksia on behalf of 

Levitt Robinson, the movements themselves have not taken this step. It could 

be argued that as a result of the work at ALSWA holding custodial officers 

accountable for their dishonest actions (Barter, 2023) there is less of a need 

for movements to carry these actions out themselves. Based upon 

Madlingozi’s SA observations, WA is yet to utilise their discourse to act as a 

‘frame bridge’ between BHDC protests and the middle-class (Madlingozi, 
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2014, p.113). Yet, with the political make up and generational disconnect be-

tween Aboriginals and settlers there is little avenues for this bridge to be 

made. Furthermore, there are “only a handful of locally based social move-

ments… [that] have engaged in proactive legal mobilisation’ showcasing that 

the collective action protests in WA are not outliers in their actions. Like in 

SA, within WA legal action from protestors against BHDC would create a 

dependency on elites (Ibid). Like SA, Australia has a deep routed state-driven 

racial domination, and as a result many see legal avenues as opportunities for 

the state to re-instate racial supremacy (Ibid) (Levitt, 2023). As a result, legal 

avenues have been left to those such as ALSWA and Levitt Robinson and 

local social movements are yet to develop to a large enough scale for actual-

ised change.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations 
“Nothing has changed in Banksia Hill since it opened in 1997” “The au-

trocities and human rights abuse continue” (Krakouer, Torre, 2022) 

This paper has sought to address the role in which legal mobilisation can 

pose as an effective tool to bring about structural, constitutional, long-lasting 

change to the current youth justice system in WA. Through a socio-legal, 

qualitative perspective, focusing on critical constitutionalism and legal mobi-

lisation both as a theoretical and analytical tool. This allowed for an assess-

ment on how each of the chosen actors currently involved in the plight for 

bringing rights to those in BHDC has mobilised the law to their advantage.  

 Firstly, we can address how legal mobilsition has been successful thus 

far. Although small scale, ALSWA has utalised class actions by way of 

WASC 57 and WASC 274. Each of these judgements although only repre-

senting a total of 4 people represented a far larger strive for change. Show-

casing the legitimacy of legal means to those held at BHDC. As this paper 

addressed in the limitationed posed on lawyers, many Aboriginals have a hes-

itancy towards institutions and legal routes of action. As if often the case with 

minority groups, the systemic racism and overrepresentation of Aborginals in 

the justice system has collapsed much of their belief and trust in the system. 

Additionally, these cases surround children who should not be expected to 

have a full grasp on the legal structures and operations of institutions they live 

under. In this regard, ALSWA has proven through their efforts and their ded-

ication to providing the translator role of legal mobilisation. 

 Secondly, the ongoing #beentobanksia class action demonstrates a 

closer connection between the social and legal aspects of litigation. Levitt 

Robinson works far closer with the media and activists such as Megan Kra-

kouer. This connect aids in their role as a translator as it adds a layer of hu-

manity atop their large private firm. Additionally, Levitt Robinson has the 

positionality of not being tied to the WA government that enables them to 

take far larger risks in their class action and argue stronger cases. 

 So with both these legal actors working successfully in their field, how 

are violations till taking place in BHDC? And how it’s the WA constitution 
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still failing to provide saftety for Aboriginal youths in custody? This paper 

has strived to demonstrate that legal mobilisation is a double edge sword. In 

order for the role of lawyers to be elevated to a position of power, the public 

must be behind them ensuring accountability is upheld outside of review pe-

riods. The lack of developed local and national social movements focused on 

BHDC has meant that judgements are passed by the supreme court stating 

actions such as ‘rolling lockdowns’ are illegal, yet once the case is over they 

continue. The two judgements discussed in this paper did not lead to any 

changes in the constitution but rather showcased that the constitution was not 

being abided by. 

Western Australia demonstrates how without public support and public 

drive that comes from sustained and developed social movements, brining 

about social reform is a challenging feet. Which can be tied into critical con-

stitutionalism. The finding from this paper which demonstrate the vast pletha 

of laws put in place to protect children and how they have been over looked. 

Demonstrating that the WA constitution is built in a way that enforces the 

rights of the elite whilst being capable of ‘turning a blind-eye’ to those it 

deams less than. 

Whilst lawyers can fight in courts through strategic litigation, granting 

rights to those who have been wrong by the system, these cases do not neces-

sarily result in long-lasting reform. In order for class actions and strategic 

litigation to be optimised it must be in partnership with social movements. 

Social movements have the ability to work with a legal consiouss which is 

not the result of a ‘higher’ understanding of the law. And as such social move-

ments are far more capable of enagaging with the public and changing the 

publics view on the current BHDC crisis. Lawyers can bring about regulation 

and judgements however in order to hold institutions truly accountable, public 

opinion must shift to ensure the masses are calling for accountability rather 

than just lawyers. It is for this reason that the below recommendations have 

been put forward: 

Firstly, a bridge between social movements and lawyers must be made. 

Levitt Robinson has been able to develop the #beentobanksia class action due 

to their commitment to working with Aborginal movements and activisits. 
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Furthermore, Levitt Robinson’s value placed in the media demonstrates their 

push to educate the public and ensure that BHDC does not fall out of the 

public’s eyes. This bridging between lawyers, social activists and the media 

demonstrates the strength of legal mobilisation when actors from each corner 

are able to work hand in hand to achieve a common goal. In the case of social 

movements however, other than the continuous efforts of Megan Krakouer 

there are is no single national or local movement focusing on BHDC. A fur-

ther bridge can be seen through the coalition of Social Reinvestment WA 

forming in recent years which strives to address effective and connected ap-

proaches to justice in WA. However, this takes a far more academic, policy 

orientated avenue meaning the socio-legal bridge has still not been created.  

Secondly, with the sole issue of BHDC already being identified as un-

derstaffing, politicans, such as McGowan and now Cook, should be placing 

all of their efforts lobbying to ensure an increase in budget to both correctly 

educate staff and ensure the hiring of more. However, it is clear from this 

papers findings that the current conservative voting population of Perth will 

not place the rights of those at BHDC high enough to bring about needed 

change. A complete overhall of the current youth justice system is needed. 

However, had the constitution been both written and enacted in a way that 

was not foucsed on benefitting the elites this would not be the case. RCIADIC 

in 1991 paved the way for radical reform to take place, yet funding and efforts 

were never placed into BHDC. This can equally be seen in the failure to meet 

the deadline for OPCAT. 

In closing, ALSWA is activelty pursuing modes of legal mobilisation 

through strategic litigation. Whilst their cases are small they are bringing jus-

tice to the individuals effected. However, Levitt Robinson as a result of being 

a private firm is currently demonstrating the strength of strategic litigation 

when used on a larger scale and alongside activists. Social movements are yet 

to reach a stage in which effective legal mobilisation can be utilised, however 

with the developments of #beentobanksia, there are avenues for socio-legal 

joint moevemnts to develop. The main issue those at BHDC are currently 

facing is understaffing. Yet, the second issue is the lack of public support for 

their rights. Shifting the states legal consciousness to care for those detained 
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at BHDC will force the state to remain accountable to the treaties, acts, and 

laws that already exist but are so often broken as no one is watching.  
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Annex 

Annex 1: Interview Form 

Name: 

Role: 

Overarching Research Question:  

How has the Aboriginal Legal Services mobilised the law to address 
the abuse of aboriginal teenagers in the Banksia Hill Juvenile Detention Fa-
cility?   

 

Key themes:  

1. Socio-legal potential of legal mobilisation in addressing the 
rights of those detained. 

2. How have social movements framed the problem and mobilised? 
3. Current WA constitution inadequacy to address systemic viola-

tions? 
 

Base interview questions (not all will be asked): 

What is your connection to Banksia Hill Detention Centre / introduce 
your role. 

What specific rights, both internationally and domestically, have been 
violated in the context of Banksia Hill juvenile detention centre?  

How do these violations align with the principles outlined in the United 
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples? (Ratified, 2009) 

What role does the Australian legal framework play in addressing and 
preventing human rights violations within detention centers, particularly in 
relation to Indigenous detainees? 

Can you discuss any past legal precedents or cases that may be relevant 
to addressing human rights violations in detention centers like Banksia? 

How has the Aboriginal Legal Service been involved in advocating for 
detainees' rights at Banksia and addressing the reported violations? 

 

Have there been efforts to collaborate with international Human Rights 
Organizations or bodies to address the situation at Banksia Hill? If so, what 
has been the outcome? 

Can you discuss any recent developments or progress made in holding 
individuals or institutions accountable for the reported human rights viola-
tions at Banksia Detention Centre? 
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How does the intersectionality of factors like race, gender, and socioec-
onomic status affect the experiences and legal representation of Indigenous 
detainees in situations of human rights violation? 

From the standpoint of social movements and the general public what 
would you argue are the key modes of mobilisation taking place? (protesting, 
class actions, litigation etc.) 

Do you see any tangible actions that can be taken by the government to 
address systemic violations? If so, what? If not, why 

With the failure of the government to bring about change what would you 
argue is the most effective means to bring about change? 

Discourse surrounding the Voice of Parliament is still actively ongoing, 
how do you see this? Do you believe till will aid as a catalyst for future de-
velopment? 

Structure of the interview: 

 Instead of basing the interview on structured interview questions, it 
will be based upon the semi-structured format. This means we will focus on 
the series of themes as mentioned above. This will allow for a non-hierar-
chical discussion to take place and enable for both a safe space to be created 
but further allow divergence from the main base. This method has been cho-
sen as I am not by any means an expert in the topic nor am I personally affil-
iated. Thus, I would like to give agency to those connected to the issue 
through both personal and or professional means.  
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Annex 2: Alice Barter Transcript 
M: Audio is recording, there we go.  
M: So I guess could you start off just by explaining your role and how you're 

linked with Banksia Hill? 
A: Yeah, sure. Um so, I'm the Managing lawyer of the civil law and human 

rights, you know, at the Aboriginal legal service of WA. Um we have a big crim-
inal law practice, and also care protection practice, and various other diversion 
programme and youth engagement programme and various other programmes. 
So the criminal lawyers represent a lot of the kids in their criminal matters. And 
then part of our role is to make sure that um children and adult prisoners are 
having their rights met. So they go and visit ALS clients or Aboriginal people in 
Banksia all the time, just check on them and see if they need any complaint style 
about things. Often, it's Police Complaints or things like that. And then, obvi-
ously, yeah, at Banksia we have a bit of over 70 complaints for the kids? And 
yeah, around seat in strategic litigation, judicial review matters. So we repre-
sented the heads of those. 

M: Perfect, thank you very much. 
M: So then just jumping into the meat of the questions. So what rights 

would specifically, both internationally and domestically, have been violated 
within the context of Banksia Hill? 

A: Yeah, so the kids have been subjected to subjected to solitary confine-
ment, which is against the Mandela rules, and also the youth ones can't think 
what they're called now. And then domestically, we've got a Young Offenders 
Act is legislation that governs the management of Banksia Hill, and so they're 
not supposed to be confined in their cell, unless the superintendent makes an 
order for the good order management or supervision of the detention centre. 
Or yeah, they weren't. They weren't doing that at the beginning. And now they 
have started doing that. Have you seen the judgments that we that we did?  

A: So it'd be VZY 
M: Yeah, yeah. 
A: and CRU?  
M: Yeah.  
A: So yeah, we can probably get more of it from that. I can summarise if 

you want to, basically, for VZY, that they weren't making any orders, and they 
were just locking them down because of staff shortages. And then we started 
CRU, up to HBS. At the end of last year, they weren't doing the orders. And 
now they will then as that progressed, they started making these good order or-
ders. And so then, the legislation says they have to have one hour out of their 
cell, one hour of exercise for every six hours of unlock hours. But the unlock 
hours are only from 8 Ah, hold on. Yeah, 8 am to 7:45pm. So that's less than 12 
hours. So the way that we read it is if you don't get to the next block of six hours, 
that basically means that 23 hours a day locked down is law from under our 
Young Offenders Act. And that's what they've been doing quite a bit recently.  

M: Okay, and so in regards to your role at the Aboriginal legal service, I 
know that there's been a series of class action lawsuits taken against Banksia Hill 
uh that are ongoing. But how would you say your role, because you mentioned 
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that you represent a lot of the children and you've done this cases, but on a day 
to day basis? How would you say that your role is shaped in helping fight and 
represent these children's rights? 

A: Yeah, so we're in Banksia Hill, most days of the week, like I'm going 
there,um after I finish talking to you. So we're, we're there we're talking to um 
at the moment, we've got 70 files open, but you know, it'd be up over the last 
couple of years or be over 100 kids that we have spoken to it and like I said, 
various issues, but mainly around conditions in Banksia. Hill. And so the ALS is 
very well placed in relation to that because we've got their connections with the 
children and the families, um generally. And but then yeah, we do. We talk to 
them all the time. And then we do all sorts of things with complaints. We ask 
for medical attention. And then yeah, doing strategic litigation is at the pointy 
end of it.  

M: Okay, and as I mentioned in my description in the email, my thesis is 
focusing on the role that legal mobilisation can have in bringing forth whites and 
one at one point of legal mobilisation is walking website, working with external 
and international and even local NGOs in order to come together to pool re-
sources and both in time and actual physical resources. Would you say that 
there's any specific organisations that you guys work with or any clear cases that 
you have carried forward with regards to help from other organization. 

A: Um not really because we've got, we've got the youth engagement work-
ers or Aboriginal support workers. And we've got the lawyers who represent in 
all different areas here. We mainly run it in house and we mainly just do it in 
ALS. Partly because for resourcing capacity reasons, it's quite difficult to get 
other partnerships going. We do get some pro bono support from both private 
law firms and from the bar. So the Baris who did the cases was pro bono. But 
perhaps it's that's reminded me I think one of the other questions is about how 
we've used not just litigation but other areas, like other sort of strategic things 
that we've done, so maybe I could segue into that.  

M: Definetly 
A: So for Banksia Hill, we Yeah, has ever written over 70 complaint letters, 

and they go directly to the Deputy Commissioner, for women and children as 
part of the Corrective Services, which is under Department justice. And so we 
we talk with those senior levels of the Department of Justice, quite regularly, and 
we have a good working relationship, I guess. And we've raised our concerns 
with them right from the very beginning from the end of 2021. When I said the 
very beginning, things have been going on for a long time, but the most recent 
lockdowns, and then we also engage with the Minister for Corrective Services, 
right back at December 2021. And then we've also engaged with other politi-
cians. So we've engaged with a greens Senator Brad Pettit, so he actually tabled 
not all of the lists, some of them, like all the ones at the time, so I think was 56 
letters in parl[iament], to bring these stories from the kids, you know, before all 
the politicians before parliament before everyone basically, because the media 
could access them too. So it was really important that these stories are shared. 
And that was one of the tactics that we thought had been put pressure on the 
department to change. And then we've also had so, I guess the other thing with 
the working with other agencies, is there's a coalition called Social reinvestment 
WA, which is a coalition of i think about 50, NGOs, Aboriginal lead, and their 
mandate is to reduce over representation of Aboriginal people in custody. So 
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they've been running the raise the age of responsibility campaign for the last few 
years, and we've been heavily involved in that. So we've been working with them. 
And I guess like Wungening Aboriginal Corporation, sort of, but not really in 
specifically about Banksa. So we've been sort of, as you probably aware, there's 
and then there's been the media, which is hearing from people like SR WA, Judge 
Janice Reynolds, who is the ex president of the Children's Court, Professor Fiona 
Stanley, Australian of the Year [2003] and did a lot of research into children's 
development stuff. And so then we did a lot of media to talking about this issue. 
And the media has been quite supportive about hearing these stories. Plus, we've 
engaged with the Children's Commissioner, the Commissioner of WA and na-
tionally, and also June Oscar, who is the Social Justice Commissioner for Aus-
tralia, an Aboriginal woman, and also Lorraine Finley as the Social Justice [Hu-
man Rights] Commissioner nationally, plus our inspector of custodial services in 
WA, and corruption and crime commission, and the ombudsman here. And to 
us, and then the UN, to think as well. Then also we wrote to the Special Rap-
porteur for vehicles and Special Rapporteur for the prevention of cruel, inhu-
mane pictures treatment [Prevention of Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment], I can't think what the title of it is now, 
anyway you know what it is, the torture Special Rapporteur and then the sub-
committee for the prevention of torture, as you probably aware, as if it was came 
to Australia, wherever that was last year. And they we'd written to them, and 
we've been brief with brief them about Banksia, and also some other issues in 
WA, and they were going to come but then obviously, they weren't allowed in, 
in the exercises and never made it. So I'm not actually sure what's happening 
with that. 

M: Um, that was quite a lot of very useful information. So I'll definitely have 
to go through and look at all those individual people. 

M: But one thing that you mentioned was the role of the media. And that 
kind of links into one aspect of legal mobilisation in regards to the general pub-
lic's role in strategic litigation, because you have obviously, direct litigation class 
actions, but then you have on the ground forms of protesting boycotting. Yeah, 
those are the two main ones that are seen. And I know that there's a very large 
protesting circle that's connect connected to these cases, which is But would you 
say that there? There's a direct correlation to protesting that takes place on the 
street, and the success of litigation that is taken by you and your team? And like 
the spread of it through media, and like awareness that puts pressure on the 
government, or is it kind of overlooked by the government and not really taken 
into account? 

A: Yeah, that's a tricky one. Yeah, yes or no, I think, I think when you litigate 
in the Supreme Court, it's very confined to the evidence that's before the judge. 
And I think, to be honest, I think sometimes those protests and rallies and not 
helpful in relation to what the judge has to decide. I do, however, think they are 
helpful, putting pressure on the government. So the rallies outside Banksia Hill, 
all the rallies in Perth, I think, have put pressure on the McGowan government. 
And the West Australian, particularly because as you probably probably are 
aware, it's our only paper. And it's historically been quite conservative. So when 
the West Australian started really criticising premier McGowan and and the Min-
ister Bill Johnson, I think that that that community feel, but really the West writ-
ing about it, I think had a huge impact. And I think, to be honest, I think, I don't 
know for sure. But I think I like to think anyway, that the change in Premier and 
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in minister was because of Banksia. And that's because the litigation is only one 
part like they totally just ignored B Y Z. So as lawyers are able to do the legal 
stuff, but it's only a very small, it's only one piece of the puzzle. There's all this 
other part of it, which sometimes we do, sometimes we don't do like the rallies 
and stuff. We don't get usually involved in those. But I do think it's good that 
other people are doing them to keep that sort of public pressure and keep people 
knowing about it. But I don't think it actually does help directly as litigation. I 
think it helps with the broader conversation. 

M: Yeah, and making sure that it will means in conversation and in the 
general media, right yeah I mean, that's how I stumbled. That's how I came 
across this case, because I knew that I wanted to focus on Aboriginal rights and 
I was looking for different ways to analyse legal mobilisation. And I'd heard of 
Banksia, and it was through mass media that I think I might have even been 
something on Instagram, that was what first caught my attention of it and got 
me interested in it. So it definitely works internationally as well. And then, I think 
just kind of linking in with that. There's obviously the Voice of Parliament, which 
is ongoing at the moment. And that is enlarge due to the kind of more protesting 
boycotting aspect of legal mobilisation, which has allowed that to get to the point 
in which it's currently in. And I know on paper, they were like, it represents an 
opportunity for a lot of change and commitment to self determination and this 
equal commitment to maintaining self determination. But would you do you see 
it as that way? As like, obviously, it's a good thing. But do you see it as actually 
something that will help initiate change for you at ALS? 

A: So the first thing is, -inaudiable- I'm not Aboriginal. And so I'm a little 
bit reluctant to comment on the Voice from that. So because of that, because I 
think we should leave it to First Nation. Also, to be honest, I'm not totally like, 
I'm not, I've across it, but not fully. But what I what I do feel comfortable saying 
is that I think it's a very small step forward basically. I think, I think it's, you 
know, quite quite minor in the scheme of things. And I don't think it's gonna 
make a lot of difference to what's happening to those kids in Banksia Hill. I don't 
think it's going to, however, we're also campaigning for human rights act both 
nationally, and in WA. So we're going to have any bill of rights or Charter of 
Rights in WA or nationally. Some state have got them. I think that would help 
because I think that that were brings in the international rights around, you 
know, what, children children's rights, prisoner rights, you know, not having 
someone who certainly I think that actually could be really useful. So it's a little 
bit different, but that's how I think, you know, that sort of change at the federal 
level. 

M: And I guess also if you doing that would also enable you to bring in Acts 
from like the UN Declaration on indigenous rights, which has been ratified by 
Australia and I know there's also aspects of common law that are because I'm 
from Hong Kong, so we have a common law system as well. And we have No 
child rights acts in Hong Kong never have because the way in which common 
law was Whedon allows it to be very, very skewed in order to the people who 
are in control. So if you bring in international acts and things and international 
representation within bringing in new laws, that will definitely be, yeah, will help 
with the unwritten rules of common law that allow you to get away with it. 

A: So yeah, and they do have all like the class action, and also, you know, 
we've we've run some matters previously, like the false imprisonment claims, I 
think, you know, something that we advise on, and also battery where that had 
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excessive force using them. So using those common law tortious claims to weak 
like, yeah, we have been doing that. 

M: Yeah, I mean, we've covered all the key themes that I wanted to address 
both in, getting annal analysis based questions, and also your opinion on certain 
things that I really wanted. I just kind of have one more technical question for 
the end. In regards to the children that you help out of all the cases that you've 
mentioned and stuff. How like, successful isn't the word that I want to use? Like, 
how, how long does it take to like for if you start helping someone out? How 
long would it take for the like, process to begin in terms of aiding them and 
getting help? 

A: Yeah, that's a good question. So when we go and see a kid, so for exam-
ple, sometimes they'll say, I really need to see a psychologist or a doctor and 
they're not letting me so we will just do an email literally gonna get back to the 
office and, and ask for that to be done. Obviously, you would have seen the 
media or the self harm rates are extremely high. And Brad Pittet has asked quite 
a few questions in Parliament around some of the stats around solitary confine-
ment around self harm. So I don't know if that's something that's useful to you 
to look on the WA Parliament website. So we can do that immediate thing, but 
some of the. So these complaints that we've seen around the systemic issues 
around the lockdowns to the Deputy Commissioner, we sent the first lot in Feb-
ruary 2022. And we haven't got responses to those. And that's in the media, you 
find that pretty easily. However, we so the lockdowns and systemic issues, just 
we haven't had responses to, apart from the, you know, what we've done through 
litigation. But in those letters, we've also put in other complaints around exces-
sive use of force and inappropriate behaviour by officers. So then they get sent 
to the Department of Justice's Professional Standards division, where then they 
get investigated, and we've had ah probably 90% Come back unsubstantiated or 
no breach of discipline. We've had a few where they have said, like, yeah, that 
officer did the wrong thing. And they've been disciplined. And we've had two 
office Three hold on two officers, one at Banksia, who was charged with assault-
ing one of our clients, and that again, if you Google that, his name is Mr. Grifen, 
Mark Grifen, G-R-I-F-E-N So he was convicted of kids at Banksia Hill. So that, 
you know, that, that complaints process while I'm not totally that I have full trust 
in, like, you know, they have charged this guy and he's, I think he's gonna like 
he's lost his job, we're gonna lose his job. And then we've had another prison 
officer who was assaulted a child in unit 18. And the trial was parked here that 
hasn't been finished yet. If he'll get convicted or not, but that's where these pro-
fessional sounds people look at the footage and and get the police and and ac-
tually end up charging them. So that's quite powerful for the kids to know. Be-
cause the kids feel like, we're told that we're doing the wrong thing. And like, 
Yeah, that's fine. We're getting punished for it. But then these guys assault us, 
pepper spray us, you know, lock us down unlawfully and nothing happens to 
them. So I think yeah, that's the other sort of side of it that can that can take, I 
don't know, a few months like not not that long in the scheme of things, I guess. 
And then to go to court and stuff it takes ages. -inaudibale laughs- 

M: But yeah, thank you a lot. It's incredibly helpful for my research. I don't 
really want to touch on any other questions because they're quite unrelated to 
what we've been discussing. And yeah, the only last thing I'd ask is just if there's 
anything else you want to add any important information that you want me to 
voice within my thesis, any possible wordings that you think I should be careful 
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off Because I can do as much research as I want, but I want to make sure that 
yeah, I phrase things in the right way. And I'm respectful in that regards with 
names of places, etc. 

A: Yeah, yeah, one thing I think I saw on one of your theme, one of your 
piece papers, pieces of paper, Aboriginal has capital A. 

M: Hahh yeah  that's a spelling mistake. I noticed that. -both laugh- 
A: We ALS we use Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander. And those First 

Nations, but yeah, mainly. So I think that's first thing. The second thing is, if you 
Google, ABC, Perth Youth Justice forum, there was a forum a week ago, and 
there's quite a lot of media and videos that you can just get off the AB website 
with me talking. But one of the things that I said that night was it was that was 
saying that other lawyers at commercial firms are self interested. One of the 
things I say that I think is important to get across is that well, two things. One is 
that its staff shortages are the problem. It's not the kids. And the second thing 
is they weren't like when we say the kids like I know that they I've seen the 
footage I have, I know that they can get quite serious mischief. But I've seen 
hundreds of kids over the last 10 years. And I've never felt unsafe, they've always 
been so polite and respectful to me, Miss, do you want a glass of water like 
thanks for coming and seeing me, they've just been really lovely. And they've got 
so much potential. So a lot of them as you probably know, I've got cognitive 
development disorders. But I said last week, one of HBS in the judgement, she 
could be Prime Minister, like she's so smart and such a big advocate for her 
friends. But she's had a really tough life with various traumas in her family, in-
tergenerational trauma. And so I think that I don't like it when we talk about this 
like deficit model, like all these kids are so damaged, and they've got no no hope. 
Whereas I think like the they've got so much potential, they're just kids, and they 
could be the leaders of tomorrow. And yeah, like to try and get that across, when 
I'm speaking about these issues. But if any of us in that situation would be writing 
to be honest, you know, like, if you sit a cell for 20 hours alone. You get out so, 
yeah, it's not to say that they're really amazing kids. And yeah, like we're, we love 
working with them. And we've found them to be very easy to work with. And, 
you know, some of them do have extreme trauma infact most of them have an 
extreme trauma. But yeah, they've got potential that they could be, you know, 
amazing members of government or footy players or artists or rappers or, you 
know, whatever they want to be. But unfortunately, this emission if you institu-
tion, and we say is I've been here for a long time, we've seen so many kids pro-
gress from Banksia Hill to the adult prison, and get more and more damaged 
and less and less social. 

M: Yeah, just quickly on what you just mentioned, I saw that video where 
you were speaking with people and said that quote about how, you know, this 
girl who could be Prime Minister, for example, and I really, really liked that 
quote, because I've been trying to, that's something I've been struggling with. I 
don't want to paint the kids as being just lost of hope. Right. And I don't want 
to paint them as being I don't think I'm anywhere near and painting them as 
being the problem. I think I've made that very, very clear that it's not them at all, 
it's the system. But I do want to try throw in elements of like, there is very clear 
from their side, like desire for that change to take place within themselves. And 
it's the system that's not allowing them to do that. Would I be allowed to use 
that quote from from you in? Like that direct quote from that video? from you 
in my Yeah. Okay. 
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A: Yeah sure go for it, and im actually seeing her on Friday, she's now in an 
adult prison. I hadn't after that. I've said that less publicly quite a few times. Since 
so publicly, so I'll speak to her about it too. I'm sure she'd be fine with it. If 
there's any issues. I want to say that really public about her. I think she will like 
it, knowing her quite well. And the other thing is like, brilliant like really the fact 
that they're not more like that, you know, pretty traumatised, the self harmed 
pretty bad but the fact that they're going okay is a testament to them and the 
other thing also is that we've had some clients have gone quite well at Banksia. 
Like before these lockdowns due to staff shortages happened, but some quite 
good things about Banksia quite good education, quite good programmes. So 
again, I think that some Yeah, some kids if they have the opportunity because 
they've got role models and mentoring and time out of cell. They can be reha-
bilitated, but not if youre locked in a cell all day.  

M: Yeah. Yeah. It's just not conducive to anything in any regard. Okay, well, 
thank you very much. This is very insightful and very helpful. 

A: If you have any other questions, just flick me an email and I'll write back. 
Yeah. Yeah. And we can have another quick chat. 

M: Sure. Yeah. I might take you up on that. Because I was meant to have 
several interviews last week, but they didn't happen due to personal issues with 
the people I was interviewing. So then I might get information from them that 
might be relevant in regards to asking you as the lawyer side of my research. 

A: Yeah, sure. Yeah. Yeah. 
M: And if you want, I'm more than happy to once I mean, I'll be in contact 

with you before this definitely with follow ups or anything in that regards. But 
I'm happy to share my thesis with you once I'm done. If that's something you'd 
be interested in to see the approach I took with it and how I did it.  

A: Yeah that would be great. 
M: I finish it in November, and then we get public access to it in December. 

So it'll be around the end of the year that I'd be able to do that because it has to 
go through the whole grading system before I can send it to anyone. But yeah, 

A: Sure. That sounds great. Thanks, again to you and look forward to hear-
ing all about definitely, definitely. 

M: Thank you so much for your help. Thank you 
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Annex 3: Tom Penglis Transcript 

M: Okay, perfect. All right, so I will start the recording. Yep. Okay, that's 
started. Alright, so I guess to start off with then could you just introduce yourself 
what you do for work the relevancy in your role in my thesis, etc. 

T: So again, so my name's Tom Penglis. So I'm still relatively young, I'm a 
law graduate at Gilbert and Tobin, which is a big commercial law firm, a com-
mercial national firm in Australia. Um, I guess my more more relevancy your 
thesis is um, I've got lived experience of WA's criminal justice system in partic-
ular, I spent seven and a half months months in prison. And then seven and a 
half months on parole following my imprisonment. I was imprisoned in Hakea 
Prison, Casuarina Prision, and Acacia prison all in the Perth metro area. On drug 
related charges back in 2019 and 2020. Following that, following my imprison-
ment I cofounded the WA Justice Association which is a student led not for 
profit um that aims to work with lawyers to support criminal justice advocacy 
and research and support other NGO's working in that space. And I also am a 
criminal justice advocate in my personal capacity, and also continue to do crim-
inal justice advocacy in my role at Gilbert and Tobin, through their pro bono 
practice and through corporate social responsibility activities. 

M: Ok, perfect, that's very nice and synced. Thank you for that. So then, I 
guess we'll move on I'm gonna kind of start with kind of like broad legal frame-
works and then kind of go into more like nuance experiences and your opinion 
on some certain things that I want to analyse. So one question which I've been 
asking everyone that I've been interviewed, interviewing is, what your opinion 
on the role of the Western Australian legal framework plays in addressing and 
preventing human rights violations within juvenile detention centres. 

T: I believe you expand on what you mean by like a framework? Do you 
mean just like our laws? 

M: yeah, laws, ways in which people are convicted, if they do commit any 
form of human rights violation, just anything within what the state does in order 
to prevent human rights violations, if you believe that they actively do anything 
or not. 

T: Yeah, ok. It's a broad question, I suppose. We definitely do have some 
legal legal protections of human rights. I suppose like not in the case of en-
shrined rights. In a bill or charter is something that WA is lacking. Some of the 
other states and territories in Australia have a charter of rights. And there's 
there's a push for that in WA but yes, as at the moment, we don't have rights 
enshrined and so it's, I suppose the protection of human rights, it really comes 
down to, I guess, cultural appreciation for rights, which isn't really a legal aspect, 
but also, I think, is this human rights in a justice context? 

M: Yeah 
T: Yeah. So the office I think the Office of the Inspector and Custodial 

Services is a really important institution in upholding the rights of people in pris-
ons. They inspect places of detention and publish reports on their inspections. 
They are, in my opinion, the main source of accountability in relation to how 
prisoners are treated, and by extension, whether whether they are really the main 
driver for the state accountable for protecting the rights of prisoners. That being 
said, having been in prison myself, there's not really in practice about preventing 
human rights abuses except for the unless it the human rights abuse ventures 
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into a breach of the criminal law. So, for example, someone was assaulted un-
lawfully detained, had their legal rights in some way infringed then by virtue of 
the relevance to criminal law being breached, I suppose that would protect the 
human rights of people in the justice context. But in terms of Yeah, I suppose, 
unless there's a criminal law being breached then there's no real direct preventa-
tive mechanism, um from a legal stance, but yeah, I think the Office of Custodial 
Services in terms of an institution is the most important in WA 

M: Okay, thank you. So my thesis is focusing a lot on the role that legal 
mobilisation has in granting rights to imprisoned people. So that's through forms 
of like, strategic litigation from, like the lawyer side of it, but then also through 
like, modes of boycotting and protesting, and there was the because I'm focusing 
primarily on Banksia Hill, but and there was the protests in May after the riots 
broke out there. And they really bought what the human rights violations like 
because of the protests, it became a lot more relevant in like international dis-
course around juvenile detention centres and how they're treated and how peo-
ple are persecuted if they do commit human rights violations against detained 
children. So I was wondering if you had any opinions on the role of legal mobi-
lisation? Because I've been speaking to some lawyers at Western Australian Ab-
original Legal Services. And they were saying that protests and things help in 
terms of getting things into the mass media. But in terms of from the legal stra-
tegic litigation side, it can actually harm them. Because it one brings attention, 
which isn't always founded in the truth, because people in protests often get 
Yeah, they tag onto something. And that's what they fight for, which is really 
good. But it can harm like a court case, for example. Which, do you have any 
opinions on the role of legal mobilisation, whether it be the strategic litigation 
side or the more protesting boycotting general public aspect of it? 

T: Yeah, so in terms of protecting, like the impact that it has on protecting 
lives, yeah. 

M: And granting rights to people say if there was yeah, if if seeing as WA 
doesn't have like a written charter of rights, in terms of protecting people's rights. 
So bringing about like,  

T: Inaudiable 
M: Sorry, you can go on 
T: so yeah, I definitely agree with what the lawyers of ALS said in terms of 

the protests, getting media attention. And I think in WA, especially at the mo-
ment moreso when Mark McGowan was Premier, because he has such a cen-
tralised grip on political power in WA at the time, the media was really important 
in shaking things up and upholding the rights of kids in detention, or at the very 
least, shining a light on the fact that their rights were being weren't being recog-
nised or were being upheld or respected. I think that's particularly the case in 
WA, because we have a pretty centralised, like, we don't have a very diverse 
media here. We've got one main newspaper, The West Australian. And it's pretty 
much like a tabloid now it's pretty much gone to shit, to be honest. So the quality 
of the source is very, it's like a very important newspaper. And it does, actually 
has quite a significant impact on politicians. So I dont know if you've had a look 
particularly around from this time last year when it came as a radar up until the 
start of this year, that is, like quite a lot of the media coverage of Banksia Hill 
and maintaining the justice system in general. And that, that ultimately led to like 
ops, that really only led to funding announcements, but it also led to, I guess, 
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reform within the Department of Justice. They have appointed Tim Marney to 
basically try and refresh. Like the strength of the strategic plan effectively on the 
justice system to try and make it to try and improve conditions, including recog-
nising or limiting the amount of times limiting the frequency of human rights 
circumstances effectively. So I guess, the very, very indirect protest contributed 
to that through the media, and the media by intern influences the government. 
In terms of strategic litigation, I think my personal views that I think it's un-
derutilised. I appreciate that sometimes it can be. I think it depends if you're 
dealing with a government like under Mark McGown but when it was quiet, it 
was quite, he wasn't very open to reform, he was really like a vocal and calling 
them terrorists like the kids terrorist. And he was just like, not having a bar of 
anything. When you have someone like that in power, like strategic litigation can 
be really effective because it goes through the course. And you can sort of try 
and bring about some sort of reform or uphold the rights of kids through the 
court system when the legislature and the executive branch of government aren't 
being receptive towards reform and a track record, because I think that's limited 
because we don't have rights intrenched in a charter of rights. But what limited 
rights the kids in detention do you have, for example, the Young Offenders Act, 
the young offenders regulations they the courts can uphold those rights. And I 
think flip those legal suit, right. So for example, theres the recent ALS case on 
the solitary confinement of kids, that was successful strategic litigation in our 
part for the kids rights to not be detained in that manner. That's one example of 
how I think strategically litigation can uphold the rights of kids? I think there's, 
I think it's under utilised. I personally think there's other other causes of action, 
other rights that can be upheld for strategic litigation. But I think ALS the Abo-
riginal legal service in WA is most of the most appropriate, otherwise appropri-
ate lawyers to either to undertake that strategic litigation by virtue of their unique 
role in upholding the rights and advocating for Aboriginal clients. I think it's 
inappropriate for lawyers to come in, and then sort of do what they think is right 
I think needs to be done correctly. And, yeah, there's also the two class actions 
being run by Levitt-Robinson. And like, those are also, I think, a good illustration 
of strategic litigation. I think I've got legs. I think that, like the prospects of those 
are pretty promising. But yeah, even looking at rights on the other Racial Dis-
crimination Act, Disability Discrimination Act, Equal Opportunity Act, those 
sorts of, I guess, looking outside the box looking at general protections against 
discrimination, and saying how they can be applied to this context. Looking at 
those sorts of Acts, those sorts of I guess they are like those, those acts. So the 
Racial Discrimination Act that's brought in to protect the rights of all people 
from racial discrimination. So if you can, yeah, I suppose if that can be applied 
to kids in detention, and it has been in the case of Levitt-Robinson their class 
action, like that's an example of strategic litigation upholding the rights of kids. 

M: Well, that actually answered my next question, because I was going to 
ask you your opinion on the class actions that are taking place. So very useful.  

T: I think they're really being done really well. I know there's like a lot of 
Council. My dad's actually, city council is a barrister here in WA and is involved 
in that class action. So I think when the when the state does mistreat kids, in this 
particular scenario, when when kids are is treated so poorly, and the state acts in 
a way that really has no regard for the law? I think it rubs lawyers the wrong way. 
And because lawyers do respect the rule of law and do respect the law I think it 
galvanises lawyers to do what they can be it through strategic litigation, providing 
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probono support to service providers helping kids out. I think it does galvanise 
the legal community to take action to uphold up the rights of kids or whoever it 
is having their rights transgressed. Or whatever makes it possible really? 

M: Um, yeah, I mean, we've really touched on a lot of the themes that I 
wanted to touch on through answering some of the other questions I have. I 
have another very broad question that I like to ask everyone. I kind of start with 
a board and end with a board. So I had I read this in the best way. What do you 
think from the government side? So not taking into account actions of lawyers 
and stuff? What do you think the first, or I guess the next thing, the first thing 
they need to do in order to ensure, like, enable for places like Banksia Hill to not 
continue to have these strict lockdown things to have mass human rights atroc-
ities take place on a daily basis? What do you think step one, not thinking about 
how like, in terms of like, what's actually like, realistically, the next thing that 
could happen, but what do you think the main thing that needs to happen is? 
Does that make sense? 

T: Yeah, I mean, from a practical perspective, I guess I'll answer in two way. 
From a practical perspective in the immediate term, what needs to happen is this 
they need more staff because if they have more staff, and no matter who that is, 
and I think that should be people from external agencies who are willing to help 
because there are a lot of them. They just need more people in their staffing. So 
they're not constantly locked down. So that kids can actually spend more time 
outside, spend time in education, spend time in recreation, you know, spend time 
doing what they should be doing to rehabilitate and be treated and be set up as 
best as possible for their release. Because if there's not if there's not sufficient 
staffing then you're just never going to be able to provide them with the services 
that they actually really need. Idealistically, I think, they just the government just 
needs to be significantly more sensitive, and work with community, particularly 
Aboriginal community controlled organisations, Aboriginal people, Aboriginal 
communities to reach solutions that are effective. They need, I guess, overarch-
ing everything I think, youth justice policy needs to be needs to be driven by 
what works and what will reduce long term offending and promote long term 
communnitiy safety. Eat. And that is not achieved through punitive measures. 
The reason why a significant reason why the justice system and crimminal justice 
in general is so undefined and so poorly resourced, so bureaucratic. So I guess 
resistance to reform is because the electorate, like the voters don't care about 
principles that I care about kids who are in detention, for the most part, because 
their viewed particularly in WA, which is, for Australia is quite a conservative 
state. Most people just don't care. Like they they're like, they're basically the at-
titudes effectively, oh, well, you did you did the crime you did the time, why 
should I get to she's about how his kids treated, they did the wrong thing they 
should be punish. And it's hard to have a very reformative, you know progres-
sive, youth justice system through by government, when government doesn't 
have any incentive in terms of increased like votes, but they wont get more votes 
if they are reformative or progressive in that area. Because it just doesn't win 
votes. It's not politically popular. So I think, really what needs to change is atti-
tudinal shift from government to just say, Okay, well, we're going to do this, 
even though it's not politically popular in the short term, because it's the right 
thing to do in terms of not only what's right for the kids in protecting their 
human rights and actually treating them humanely. But also, it does actually ben-
efit the community in the medium to long term because it means that these kids 
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that are going to not only not commit crime, which means not produce further 
victims of crime, but they will hopefully become happy, healthy contributors to 
society who promote economic growth, who contribute to healthy communities, 
vibrant communities, all that sort of stuff. So it's just a really fundamental atti-
tude bullshit that I think that needs to be. If I could ask for one thing it would 
be I think that won't realistically happen. Unless and until the community be-
comes more educated in this area, because I didn't know anything about like the 
evidence base in the space until I went to prison and got out. I had that reason 
to understand and like dive into it you just like don't learn it in school, you don't 
really learn it in the media unless you have an interest in it. The average Joe on 
the streets doesn't really know anything about it. So it's very hard to yeah there 
needs to be a fundamental shift in terms of their perception of crimminal justice, 
and also a shift in government. 

M: Yep. Yeah. Very, two very answers on both sides of it. Um, I guess then 
just to wrap up, because we've hit on all the different themes that I wanted to 
hit on. Is there anything that we haven't discussed that you'd like to discuss? 
Anything that you think, yeah, knowledge that you have that might be useful? 
Or? Yeah, just anything at all? 

T: Good question,  
M: you can also, think about it and shoot me an email if you think of any-

thing, or you can obviously say no, if there's nothing you can think of, but if you 
want to have a little think of it, you can also do that if that's easier. 

T: Awesome. Yeah. I might have a think as im sure that there's definitely a 
lot to talk to, I suppose another thing would be like, there needs to be a big shift 
towards justice reinvestment so spending, justice reinvestments a really broad 
term but those sorts of policies where youre investing in communities, commu-
nity based solutions to prevent crime or interveining when a kid is going to start 
offending or is offending, not just locking them away in the justice system, but 
really investing heavily into those measures, as opposed to spending hundreds 
of 1000s of dollars looking up the same child each year. Just from an economic 
standpoint, it makes perfect sense to spend less money on more effective 
measures, which is justice reinvestment. But also in terms of achieving improved 
justice outcomes, it makes perfect sense to invest more in those justice reinvest-
ment initiatives. And I think also raising the age of criminal responsibility is an 
extremely important measure. And that's one that's been advocated for for years 
now. And it's not going away. And it's one that I think we'll see movement in 
the coming months, I think there's going to be an announcement that the age 
will be raised to 12 in some jurisdictions, it's already been like raised to 12 in the 
Northern Territories and in the ACT it's either been raised or is going to be 
raised to 14 i think. So I think thats another important measure, that has to be 
coupled with justice reinvestment in the most appropriate measures for kids aged 
like 10 and 11, who will no longer be going to prison. Like we need other 
measures to make sure that if they do offend, they are given the support they 
need to rehabilitate. But I think that raising the age is critically important because 
if you'er locking kids up at 10 years old. Especially in WA where we've got one 
youth detention centre. So if a kid gets arrested, they get shipped to 2000 km's 
way to come down here to Perth. That is a big rageous breach of that kid's rights. 
So avoiding that as much as possible by raising the age I think is a really im-
portant measure. I'll have to think about other measures, like other things. I'll 
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have I'll have a read over the questions as well, because I think that might give 
inspiration on things to say. But yes, but yeah, I think for now thats probably it. 

M: Okay. Well, thank you very much for your time. And yeah, you have any 
questions for me also, on the consent form, it says that if, at any point, there's 
anything, which you don't want me to include in my thesis that you stated, you 
can let me know, at any point. And I can remove that. So it won't be included. I 
just like to remind everyone of that. And if I have any questions for you, I'll also 
shoot you a message. I'm going to transcribe this interview tomorrow. So some-
times it's just the audio doesn't quite pick up a phrase, and I can't figure out what 
it is that you say. So I might have to reach out and ask, but it should be shouldn't 
be a problem. But in case it is. Yeah. 

T: No worries at all thanks for letting me know. I'd be really keen to write 
your paper. It's really interesting from an international perspective, it's kinda 
concerning that it's like such a big deal. 

M: Yeah, we hand them into November, and then they have public access 
in December, so I'll be able to send it over 

T: Yeah, awesome can't wait, Christmas reading!, 
T: As well, I was going to suggest, I don't know if you're like, how stressful 

or how short the time you are in consultations, but I can think of a couple of 
contacts Megan Krakour would be really good. She's like a massive advocate in 
the youth justice space she's an Aboriginal woman. And she works directly with 
a lot of the kids in the Banksia And also, Dr. Hammock Way is an Aboriginal 
academic in WA. She is I can't remember She's a member of the UN Aboriginal 
I'll have to double check but I'll send you the profiles. And if you if you'd like to 
consult with them I can get you in touch. 

M: I've been in touch with Megan like last month and then something came 
up so We never got to do an interview. But yeah, it definitely reminded me I 
need to get back in touch with her. But yeah, if you think of anyone, I'd be very 
grateful. Because I mean, I think on this topic, I'd like to just be able to speak to 
as many people as possible. Whenever I use everyone's interview in my analysis, 
I just, I don't know. But I think it's just something Why should try and get as 
many different points of experience as possible. 
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Annex 4: Dana Levitt Transcript 

M: Okay, so, it'll just be easier for when I do my transcript. Okay? So I'm 
not going to go in the order that I sent the questions. And I'm also not going to 
cover all of them. It's just going to be like a general overview, and we'll see where 
it makes sense to go as we go along. Okay, so I'm gonna start with legal con-
sciousness and legal awareness, because I think that's quite important from your 
standpoint. So as I stated in the question, legal consciousness and legal culture 
is at, like the forefront of my research, understanding where lawyers who are 
involved in this are coming from and their positionality and the their individual 
awareness, but also firms awareness on where they stand on these rights being 
both an indigenous issue and something that is focusing on news. So could you 
maybe just talk about both your personal positionality in regards to this and also 
the firm's positionality on how you take a stance on this? 

D: Shawn, the firms senior partner at the firm is my father, who has laid the 
groundwork for a thriving human rights practice. The reason for that is because 
he successfully sued the Queensland Government and got a public apology for 
institutional racism from them in relation to the Palm Island riots, which also 
resulted in $30 million worth of compensation to about 300 people, 100 people 
even I can't remember the exact numbers. But it was a precedent setting case, 
not only in terms of the compensation value, but also because of the legal prin-
ciple that it advanced. And since then, he has and the firm has had a reputation 
for doing things that other people haven't done yet. And certainly using class 
actions as a vehicle to drive social change, and also hold governments to account. 
I think that the interview happening today is timely, and that the disability disa-
bility Royal Commission is going to hand down their report imminently. And 
those recommendations, a lot of them will relate to the treatment of disabled 
people in a detention setting, not only children, but adults. And those recom-
mendations have been made before and they'll be made again, in the same way 
that you know, there's oversight bodies that go into juvenile prisons and osten-
sibly ensure that they're up to scratch and that children and even adult prisoners 
are being treated appropriately. Now, time and again, they find that, in fact, that 
isn't the case, and nothing happens, right. So unfortunately, oversight bodies, 
Royal commissions. And recommendations don't seem to result in any real 
change. The only thing that seems to result in change is litigation. Because when 
you're faced with a big bill, it's harder. And that's a court enforceable bill. It's 
harder to shirk your responsibilities into to pay lip service to things that people 
are saying and know to be true, without any real intention of carrying them car-
rying them out. 

M: Okay, that's very helpful. Thank you. And I think another element of 
legal consciousness that goes into it is, I think speaking, maybe from your stand-
point, it's the idea of like your view on the law, right. And if we're talking about 
both the US and indigenous people, there was a very big distrust towards the law 
and criminality system, because in regards to indigenous people, the way they've 
been persecuted over time in Australia, and the social availability towards the 
law, both through education systems, but also just how they've been treated. So 
I mean, one of the very clear examples is the stolen generation, why it brings a 
lack of trust in the criminal system? How would you say that these class actions, 
the way that both you're carrying them out, and also what they're aiming to do 
kind of bridges that gap between showing that the law can be used for good and 
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that it can be used as a tool to aid these people and show that there is trust within 
the law that does exist? 

D: I think that there are two things going on here. I think that trusting peo-
ple in uniform and trust in authority, trust in the people who are enforcing the 
law, or their misinterpretation of that law. In gender Fear and Loathing in indig-
enous populations both in Australia and worldwide. And rightly so. At the end 
of the day, people who have nothing who have nothing and have no social cap-
ital who have, who come from very disadvantaged backgrounds who don't have 
the capacity in the real sense, many of whom are disabled and born with into 
foetal alcohol syndrome and other intergenerational byproducts of colonialism 
have no options. And Australia, Western Australia specifically is one of the IS is 
one of I think it's the only place in the world that imposes mandatory sentencing 
on on people's you understand. So, three strikes, you steal an apple, you steal a 
bottle of water, and you son, some other you can meet some other petty crime 
in one go, that's mandatory three months detention, right. So, and then what you 
do is you put children who have nothing and come from nothing, and who are 
probably going to go back to nothing, you put them in an environment that re 
traumatise them, that that is punitive in its entirety, that has no rehabilitative or 
therapeutic or trauma informed or age appropriate support for these kids. And 
they leave worse than they came in if they don't graduate to adult prison and 
become institutionalised for the rest of their lives. And indeed, there hasn't been 
a juvenile death in custody in Western Australia. Yeah, but there has been one 
in Tasmania and already in the Northern Territory. And it seems to me that until 
it doesn't even really make a difference. Even when they raise a juvenile death in 
custody. They're the Australian public has a unique ability to follow that away 
under miscellaneous, what you find here about raising social awareness and so-
cial consciousness, and there, there is a social movement, but you're really 
preaching to the choir to some extent, so converting people that aren't already 
on your side. And we're seeing this play out, we've got a referendum upcoming 
about the voice to Parliament, and whether indigenous people don't have a say 
in the laws that are made about them, which in and of itself is the most revolting, 
repugnant kind of paradigm. I mean, who are we to tell them whether they can 
have a say in the laws that affects them make the whole thing is topsy turvy. And 
the messaging has been topsy turvy. And what's it, it's given? factionalism a plat-
form to thrive, and that's what we've seen. So racist people have become more 
racist. And unfortunately, the people on the other side who have been lobbying 
for the voice to Parliament haven't been using their voice when they could have 
been using their voice to pipe up and say, Hey, how about not torturing children 
in detention? Right? Or how that opening when the Special Rapporteur on tor-
ture comes to? Australian jails? How about opening the fucking door? Right? I 
mean, we don't allow the Australian Australia's human rights record is abomina-
ble. It's really, really, really appalling. It really is, if you consider, we've got refu-
gees in concentration camps, we've got 10 year old kids held in sells for 23 hours 
a day in circumstances where if they were with their parents, they would be re-
moved for child abuse. We've got kids that are managing to, you know, self harm 
and attempt suicide and be revived sometimes three times in one day. I mean, it 
beggars belief, but people don't know about it, and people don't want to know 
about it. And people don't want to know about it, because it's depressing. It's 
very depressing, and it's very demoralising. And the problem is so big, it's hard 
to know where to start. But what I think class actions do, and certainly, in terms 
of, you know, bridging the gap that you read that you mentioned before between 
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distrust of criminal justice and, and lawyers and the legal system is you galvanise 
and you get people who have no hope, something to believe in, and something 
to work towards. And like, I get calls from prisoners all the time, who are adults 
now who might have, you know, graduated, but they remember what happened 
to them as kids and they don't, and they think it's fucking wrong, and they want 
to do something about it. And this is a vehicle for them to have some autonomy 
and feel like they have some power in in circumstances where they've never ever 
had any. 

M: Okay, thank you. Um, you kind of already touched on this, but 
D: I know you get a lot out of my mouth. It's 
M: very useful. But very, very helpful. Thank you very much. You kind of 

already touched on this when you're talking about like the public's legal con-
sciousness and awareness of what's going on and their lack of willing to want to 
learn because of the brutality of what's really going on. Obviously, class actions, 
as you said, really helping this in terms of helping those within the system. But 
what would you say is the best way to bridge that gap between the public and 
what's going on because Mark McGowan's now stepped down and obviously he 
led a very, very harsh stance on what was going on in banks are anxious. But 
what would you say is the main like tool that can be used by maybe social move-
ments? Or even lawyers to really bridge that gap and help? Or do you think that 
there isn't really one individual thing that could be done? 

D: think it's, I mean, everything that I do is personal, if that makes sense. 
So I I'm on the coalface like I speak to clients all day long. And that's why when 
you know, there's riots and Banksia Hill, and there's pictures of kids being held, 
with bright place and rifles to their heads, I take that very personally, right. So 
it's takes time to establish and engender trust. And it comes down to having 
people it's essential to me being able to do what I can do in Western Australia 
or Queensland is the fact that I'm not from there, right? Because people from 
inside those states have been silenced into submission by threatening public dis-
closure boards, etc. So people are actually scared to say anything. And also peo-
ple, my clients have had such a shitty time with lawyers from within their state 
that they don't trust them. So having someone within the community that you're 
trying to, you know, make it like, you have to have grass roots, or on your side, 
brown people and black people on your side, who believe in you and can make 
those introductions, and then you actually have to prove that you care about it, 
right? Because it doesn't take long for people to work on whether you're genuine 
or not. And I think the fact that people actually get to deal with me personally, 
right, and that I establish those personal relationships with people, is how I man-
age to run actions from 1000s of kilometres away, because I've got people there, 
who are going to go next door and get, you know, Bob to sign his paperwork, 
do you want I mean, yeah, so people who are actually there to logistically assist, 
or people who, you know, can go in and visit kids that aren't doing well, you 
know, and also establishing good relationships with whistle-blowers, and under-
cover officers that take a very long time to, to like, you know, get people to trust 
that you're not going to throw them under the bus and also that you're a force 
for good and not for evil. 

M: Yeah. Yeah. This is very nice. You're easily linking everything together 
quite well. So on that, note, that you're talking about grassroots and whistle-
blowers, etc. One of the large elements of legal mobilisation is lawyers working 
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as that translator role, especially for NGOs, I've been in contact with Aboriginal 
legal services, Western Australia quite a lot. And the Western Australia Justice 
Association, they've been like two of the main people that I've been in contact 
with, but I was wondering, from, like, the role of these NGOs in these class 
actions, like specifically what it is that your firm like, utilises them for? Because 
obviously you said that you have them what ALS 

D: is not an NGO. Yeah. Government funded, right. Yeah. So ALS, ALS, 
his role in advocating for their clients is limited by the fact that they are govern-
ment funded, right. So once they can agitate they can't agitate to the same extent 
that a private can, right because they're getting government money. Yes, me. 
Yep. Yep. 

M: So yeah, my following question was going to be so. 
D: Yes, so I guess als has been doing a lot of good work to advocate for 

their clients. On a sort of small group basis, like one or two or three clients at a 
time. Yeah. About very specific points in time. Right. So the what they're doing 
is micro, as opposed to macro, if that makes sense. So, strategy in terms of ad-
vocating for individuals versus advocating for Sikhs and like 1000s of individu-
als, basically, you know. So there's a fundamental difference there also. I mean, 
as private lawyers from outside of Western Australia, I don't we're not fettered 
by anyone else, we can say what we want within the scope of law. Right. So yeah, 
we're, we're kind of we run out. We're running our own race. And we're not, we 
don't just subscribe to state politics in the same way that others do it. 

interesting. So another element of legal mobilisation is social movements 
role in bringing about awareness of what's happening. So in the case of this, I'd 
say a lot of that comes down to like the online presence and the maintaining 
what's happening in the international eye. So obviously, I'm not from Australia. 
But I know about all of this because of seeing on social media, for example, 
seeing in the news quite regularly. But I've learned that there's kind of this dis-
connect between the social movements and lawyers in regards to what's happen-
ing. Because some lawyers mentioned that 

D: not with me. No, okay. 
M: Could you elaborate on that? Because I was quite shocked when I say 
D: I'm in your seat. Where, where, as private practitioners, we go on the 

record, we conduct media and panel interviews, we've done we do a lot of we 
do a shitload to ensure that we generate maximum attention for whatever we're 
trying to achieve. So like, I mean, Stuart and I were in Toowoomba, not last 
week, the week before for an inquest into an Aboriginal death in custody. And 
it we made sure that every day there was a headline every day, there were quotes 
that were, you know, newsworthy and noteworthy, because it's, it's the media 
and the press that has the power to generate awareness, not the law. So there's 
judgments every day about very important things, but unless they reported on, 
no one knows about them, and no one has, right. So by and also by maintaining, 
well, it doesn't work, in the case of the states in Australia that have just been 
well, for a number of reasons. And, and I don't know, I can send you some 
things for rate if you haven't read them already, that will speak to this. But in 
order for there to be social change, there has to be real political will, and, or 
some sort of public support. And you don't have that in Australia, because white 
people are quite happy to lock up black kids and throw away the key, right? And 
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people who don't live and see and, and they haven't come into contact with it 
through their work like I have or whatever. It just kind of get to ignorance is 
bliss, basically. But it's only by ensuring that you ruin people's fucking sunrise 
morning by making sure that you're like making headlines about you know, 
Banksy Hill riots about the Department of Justice lying about their things sex 
Tres, I did all this last earlier this year, I made sure that they couldn't peddle their 
bullshit around by getting, getting people that I I mean, it wasn't from me that 
they bought the lie didn't tell them about the six truths going on inside because 
I wasn't there. But detainees could tell her about that too. And I mean, so giving 
people a platform, and a voice and a vehicle to actually tell their truth through 
the media when they would otherwise have none is also empowering for people. 
It's like the lead applicant in the the bank CEO class action. Her name is 
NICOLE. She wanted to be named because for her, I'm like, NICOLE, you're 
making history. At the end of the day, kids will be learning about this in law 
school. You're not just some random white faceless acronym like v Y, Zed, you 
NICOLE, you're a champion of a cause. And you're gonna like I'm in. I want 
my name on his bow. So we're given the opportunity there's all the and also the 
other thing that happens often is that people people, especially governments, 
and authorities try to use the law especially the law around suppression orders 
and everything. Suppression of perpetrators name suppression suppression of, 
you know, public officers doing the wrong thing suppression suppression con-
tent. aim of containment ostensibly to protect the victim, not the perpetrator. 
But what actually happens is by not giving anyone a name, by having it all, you 
know, with acronyms that no one's gonna remember it, it doesn't have that per-
sonal cut through all that fight, right? So if you're going to connect with an issue, 
or you're going to connect with something that you don't know anything about, 
and you have no reason to know about, the way that's gonna happen is by having 
a Facebook ad by seeing someone's pain, and by knowing what their name is, 
right. And unless, and until people are given either the opportunity to do that to 
speak about their own experiences, it doesn't happen. 

M: Yeah, I'm just having a look through all my questions that I had. And 
towards I think we've covered every, like, key thing that I really wanted to do to 
address because as I said, this was mainly about  

D: the I mean, the one thing I think, the Yeah, no, no, I can, I'll send you 
through some stuff that I've liked some research that I've already put together. 
If you want, it's almost like a literature review of it'll be actually super useful for 
you. So happy to have you on. Yeah, definitely.  

M: Thank you so much. 
D: Because it's like a summary of like, a lot of stuff. And it's all referenced 

properly. I, like I studied for a long time. Yeah, I'll send it to you and feel free to 
use it. Thank you. Just don't obviously publish it or share it. Wider. Yeah, of 
course. Because, yeah, yeah. But I'll send it to you no problem. But the intersec-
tionality point is a huge, it's a huge point to really move on. Because so like, 
obviously, between 70 and 90% of people in Banksy hill at any one time are 
indigenous, of that 7070 To 90% 80 to 90% of them are disabled. Right? So the 
intersectionality between race and disability is huge. Right? Then, disability and 
criminality, perceived criminality also go hand in hand because the kids that have 
undiagnosed disabilities go into the tension are not provided with any supports 
are not diagnosed or not support like they're not medicated, treated, managed in 
any way, shape, or form. So if you're a kid, who sometimes comes from say, 
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Kalgoorlie, which is 1000s Western Australia's a huge state, right, so being 
plucked as a kid from Kalgoorlie, sometimes English is your fourth language. 
Aboriginal English might be you know, like the closest thing you have to Eng-
lish. And you also have some neurological impairment that results in a language 
disability, right, or an audio disability. So you're plucked from Cowboy, you're 
stuck on a plane by yourself. You're stuck in into a custodial environment, a very 
shooting one at that one that is decrepit, and falling down. And just like revolt-
ing, basically, right? poo everywhere, like it's the pits really, right? You're stuck 
in there. And you've got nothing to do all day, you're locked down your soul, 
you don't know what the fuck is going on. You don't understand what's going 
on, and you're locked down and yourself all day? How do you think you're gonna 
react, you're probably gonna look at your guard the wrong way, you're probably 
not gonna like, I didn't do what they tell you to do in the requisite time that they 
allow you. And then you accrue a whole bunch of charges for detention offences. 
So they things that you did wrong while you're in detention. And then that results 
in you getting more time to serve, and it just spirals out of control for a minute. 
So what you have is kids who go in and haven't done sometimes the in there on 
remand even haven't even been sentenced because they don't have a home to go 
to. And because the state hasn't been able to provide, you know, a safety net 
capable of housing children that have not yet been sentenced or found guilty of 
a crime outside of a custodial environment. That's the state's problem, right? But 
these kids are in there. And they get exposed to all these shared, they are trau-
matised, they're all fucked up. And then they never ever, ever get to a point 
where they leave better than they went in. It's always was. So from the moment 
they enter ACCION, their life is on a downward trajectory unless something 
extraordinarily extraordinary happens. Right? Unless they have someone ex-
traordinary, advocating for them and pushing them to do whatever they need to 
do to get the support that they need. Like most of these kids in detention are 
disabled don't even have access to the NDIS which is the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme, right? That's money. That is the government has supposedly, 
to ensure that disabled people supported wherever they are. Right. And most of 
the kids in there don't have access to NDIS funding and haven't even been di-
agnosed with a disability, even though they all have one. So the prospects of 
anyone really being rehabilitated or not, are not leaving worse and they went in 
is negligible. 

M: Yeah. Okay. Well. Well, on that note, I think we can wrap up because 
as I said, yeah, we've really touched anything in that last little point on intersec-
tionality was very helpful. Oh, God. But yeah, we've covered all the key elements 
that I really wanted to discuss with you. And yeah, it was incredibly helpful. 
Thank you so much. Yeah. 
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Annex 5: Letter Communications between ALSWA and Minister of 
Corrective Services 
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Annex 6: Letter Communication between ALSWA and Minister of 
Corrective Services 
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